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Background 
  

This section includes additional background information that we investigated during the preparation 

phase of our project. This information helped inform our approaches and may be of interest to readers 

who seek deeper coverage of the background details relevant to this project. 

Air pollutants 
Air pollution is a contributing factor to cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death 

o ld ide, a d is o side ed the o ld s si gle iggest health isk Wi h a  et al., . Ai  pollutio  
is defined as anything emitted into the atmosphere that can potentially cause harm to humans and the 

environment (Wu et al., 2012). Diesel vehicles are one of the primary contributors to the air pollution 

that cause these health problems. Particulate matter (PM) and Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are considered the 

most harmful pollutants from diesel exhaust and cause major health complications (Reşitoğlu et al., 
2015). 

The most common harmful pollutants emitted are organic carbon, PM, carbon monoxide, NOx 

(Wu et al., 2012), and ozone (Caiazzo, Ashok, Waitz, Yim, & Barrett, 2013). In Europe, air pollution from 

particulate matter reduce the lifespans of its residents by an average of nine months (Goldstone, 2015). 

Depending on the type of vehicle, different air pollutants are emitted into the atmosphere. The 

components of diesel exhaust are nitrogen (N2), carbon dioxide (CO2), water (H2O), oxygen (O2), and 

various pollutants. The main pollutants diesel vehicles emit are carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons 

(HC), PM, and NOx. From these pollutant types, PM and NOx are most hazardous to health. 

These complications involve both the respiratory and cardiovascular systems. Respiratory 

effects include the exacerbation and potential cause of asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

(COPD), lung cancer, inflammation of airways, and respiratory infections (Kurt, Zhang, & Pinkerton, 

2016). Cardiovascular effects include vasoconstriction and arterial stiffness, increased blood pressure, 

and cardiovascular disease (Langrish et al., 2012). Mitigating air pollution would spare lives and improve 

the overall health of people and the environment (Vendelbjerg, 2016).   

A 2012 Danish study found that if air pollution is mitigated, incidences of stroke, lung cancer, 

coronary heart disease, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) will decrease among the 

population and lead to healthcare savings of 0.1 to 2.6 million Euros annually. (Sætterstrom et al., 2012). 

A similar study conducted in Portland, Oregon concluded that if NO2 emissions were lessened, Portland 

could save between $34 to $46 million annually in reduced excess cases of NO2 asthma exacerbation, 

fewer asthma emergency room visits, and fewer cases of elderly hospitalization due to NO2-related 

respiratory complications (Rao, 2014). 

 

Children and air pollution  
A ajo  o e  i  this a ea is hild e s e posu e to ai  pollutio , spe ifi all  the hild e  that 

go to school on Prinsessegade. A recent study conducted in Edinburgh, UK, determined that the 

concentration of the air pollutant NO2 varies by vertical height from the road. The tailpipes of most 
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vehicles are located close to the ground, creating a gradient of NO2 pollution: NO2 concentration is 

highest close to the ground and decreases with height. Furthermore, since the concentration of NO2 is 5 

to % highe  at a hild s eathi g height of .  ete s tha  at a  adult s eathi g height of .  
meters, young children receive a higher exposure to NO2 than adults. This is especially problematic 

considering that the developing lungs of children have a higher sensitivity to air pollution than adult 

lungs (Kenagy et al., 2016). While this study focused on NO2, a reasonable assumption can be made that 

a closer vertical proximity to tailpipes will lead to a higher concentration of any type of air pollution, and 

small children will therefore receive greater exposure to all kinds of pollutants than adults. Figure 1 

below illustrates how air pollution can affect children more severely than adults. 

 

 
Figure 1: How air pollution impacts children more than adults 

Road traffic as a major contribution to air pollution  
The most significant contributors of air pollution fell into the category of transportation sources, 

which account for 25% of the particulate matter associated with urban air pollution (Karagulian et al., 

2015). Any type of vehicle that runs on fossil fuels emits harmful air pollution, although different types 

of vehicles emit different types of pollutants. Diesel vehicles emit PM, which has been linked to causing 

respiratory and other health problems.  

While transportation is the most significant source of air pollution, the various conditions of 

traffic flow have an influence on the concentration of air pollutants that are produced by vehicle 

exhaust. Road congestion results in a higher concentration of air pollutants emitted into the atmosphere 

(Raheem et al., 2015). The lower vehicle speeds associated with high volumes of traffic cause longer 

travel times for vehicles and thus result in a higher concentration of pollutant emissions in the 

associated area (Zhang & Batterman, 2013). Such speeds also reduce the airflow that scatters nearby 

particles, hindering the dispersion of air pollutants in the atmosphere. This reduction in particle 
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dispersion heavily concentrates air pollutants in high traffic areas on a regular basis (Zhang & Batterman, 

2013). Road congestion also disrupts the flow of traffic; the sudden braking and accelerating associated 

with congestion produces higher emission rates than if a vehicle were traveling without any traffic 

disruption (Bujak-Pietrek et al., 2016). Several examples have demonstrated that pollutant 

concentrations drop when urban traffic sharply falls (through voluntary or involuntary means), proving 

that resolving traffic congestion is vital to combating urban air pollution 

One notable instance of sudden air pollution reduction occurred with the 1996 Olympic Games 

in Atlanta, Georgia, which required sweeping tactics of traffic congestion elimination to manage the 1 

million additional guests in the city (Cesaroni et al., 2011, p. 133). Through a combined strategy of 24 

hour public transit, 1000 additional buses, downtown closure to private vehicles, and adjustments to 

delivery truck schedules, Atlanta experienced 17 days of reduced traffic congestion (Friedman et al., 

2001). The effects of this period on particulate pollution were significant: in particular, PM10 

concentrations decreased by 16.1% and NO2 decreased by 6.8% for the duration of the games, returning 

to similar pre-Olympic levels after the games concluded on August 4 (Friedman et al., 2001). A similar, 

albeit more drastic, example comes from Haifa, Israel, which experienced a month-long evacuation of 

one-third of its population after a missile strike in July 2006 (Yuval et al., 2007). In spite of the industrial 

plants (contributing to 95% local industrial emissions) continuing operation during this time period, the 

40% decline in traffic produced startling decreases in the most critical pollution particles. Across all 

measuring stations, NO2 was reduced by 20-55% compared to the control levels and PM10 

concentrations dropped by 4-18% (Yuval et al., 2007). These examples, demonstrating steep drops in 

pollutant concentrations when cities experience sharp declines in vehicle volume, prove a strong link 

between traffic density and air pollution.  

The science behind ultrafine particles  
Ultrafine particles (UFPs) are the smallest form of particulate matter (PM). As shown in Figure 2, 

a minimum of 500 UFPs with diameters of 100 nanometers can fit across the 50 to 70 micrometer 

diameter of a single hair strand (Levin, 2012). The average size of a UFP from diesel engines is 15 to 40 

nanometers in diameter (Bujak-Pietrek et al., 2016); when applying this average to the same model, 

over 3,000 UFPs can fit the diameter of a 50 micrometer strand of hair. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of Particulate Matter Sizes 

 

UFPs from engines generally have a core of elemental or organic carbon and can absorb lead, 

platinum, and other trace metals (Bujak-Pietrek et al., 2016), as well as sulfate, ammonium, and volatile 

and semivolatile compounds due to their large surface area (Li et al., 2016). The particulate emissions 

from the tailpipes of vehicles discharge directly from the engines or precipitate from condensation of 

exhaust gas (Bujak-Pietrek et al., 2016). Diesel engines emit six to ten times the amount of PM as 

gasoline engines, and 90% of PM f o  diesel e gi es is less tha   μ  i  dia ete  Reşitoğlu et al., 
2015). As such, diesel vehicles emit the largest amount of UFP of all vehicle types and emit further UFPs 

during their cold start-up, while running idle, and while transporting cargo below their capacity levels 

(Bujak-Pietrek et al., 2016). After exiting the tailpipes of vehicles, UFPs quickly agglomerate into PM2.5 

and PM10, but they are still found in large concentrations near roadways and pose significant threats to 

health (Li et al., 2016). 

 

Euro vehicle standards 
The EU has organized emission regulations for vehicles into various categories, Euro 1-6, which 

are arranged in ascending order of strictness. Since 1992 with the introduction of the Euro 1 vehicle 

category, every car sold in Europe must comply with strict limits on tailpipe emissions. When denoting 

vehicle standards, light passenger vehicles receive Arabic numerals and heavy duty vehicles receive 

Roman numerals. As technology improves over the years, the EU releases new corresponding Euro 

emission standards; a new Euro vehicle category follows for each new technological standard, and all 

new vehicles made after that year must comply with the new Euro standards. As of April 2017 Europe 

has adopted Euro 6 and VI vehicle standards (ACEA, 2017).  

While each new Euro vehicle category passes every new emission standard during laboratory 

tests, studies of on-road emission tests reveal that diesel vehicles emit more NO2 than the Euro 

standards permit. Furthermore, the number of diesel vehicles on the road in Europe continues to 

increase (Weiss et al., 2012). Images representing the emission limits for these vehicles compared to 

real world emission values are shown in Figure 4. Prior to 2010 (and therefore including Euro 3 and Euro 

4 vehicles) the EU only had limits on particle mass. Later, with the introduction of Euro 5 and Euro 6 
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vehicles, limits were established for both particle mass and particle number (Press-Kristensen, 2014). 

Figure 3 compares the NOx limits for Euro 3-6 to measured emissions from petrol and diesel vehicles.  

 
Figure 3: Comparison of NOx emissions for different Euro class vehicles (European Environmental Agency, 

2016) 

Strategies to reduce traffic congestion 
In this section, we will review the strategies that we have identified through our research. Based 

o  ou  esea h of these st ategies  logisti s a d a ious su ess othe  ities ha e e pe ie ed ith 
them, we determined these could feasibly reduce air pollution. Below is a description of each strategy 

we investigated in our project as well as any relevant examples.  

1. Road closure 

 Research has demonstrated that road closure is an effective method in mitigating traffic 

congestion, which was exemplified in Paris when the city closed a main road along the Seine 

and, unexpectedly, the traffic in other locations was minimal, as people adapted to new routes 

(Gréco, 2016). When the road along the Seine was closed and commuters were forced to seek 

alte ate outes, Ma o  A e Hidalgo a ou ed that It as thought that it ould have been 

si  o ths to a ea  efo e e sa  a  adaptatio  of the eha io  G é o, , et the 
resulting reduced traffic congestion indicates the pedestrianization of this road has had minimal 

effect on traffic elsewhere (Gréco, 2016). However, this created some backlash from 
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representatives of the opposing party, who argued that there was not sufficient evidence to 

prove that road closure will even improve air pollution (Cross, 2016). Paris, in a less extreme 

measure, has also implemented strict traffic regulations. Not only has the city closed their 

busiest road, but they also chose one week in December during which the city alternated 

between banning vehicles with odd numbered license plates and even numbered license plates 

(Chazan, 2016). In order to implement a strategy such as closing off the road completely, there 

needs to be parallel streets or alternate routes that can be taken to get to various locations 

along the road. This is especially necessary for emergency vehicles and police cars. 

 The University College of London, England researched 60 cases of road closure around 

the world and found that the vehicles that had once used the closed roads did not reroute to 

use nearby roads, but instead no longer contributed to traffic at all. The study concluded that 

vehicular usage decreased by an average factor of one-fifth when a road was closed (Silberstein 

& Maser, 2014). There are alternative options to closing off the road completely, such as 

converting the road to bike and pedestrian-only lanes or to block off the road to through traffic. 

With the latter solution, public buses, residential vehicles and emergency vehicles are still able 

to pass through. Also, in order to successfully implement a bike and pedestrian-only road, there 

should be sufficient evidence of existing bike and foot traffic. 

2. Improved public transportation options 

 Public transportation should be sufficient to get commuters where they need to go. 

Some places lack enough public transportation options to meet the needs of the cities they 

serve. If public transportation is limited in certain areas, commuters might be more likely to use 

private cars to reach their destinations. In this case, it would be best for transportation 

companies to expand their transportation networks to serve more people. However, there 

should be a heavy enough flow of traffic in an area to justify implementing more public 

transport options. Updated public transportation options are only worth consideration if a 

significant need for improvements exists.  

3. Incentivized alternative transit 

 An alternative to adding more public transportation options is to attempt an increase of 

the use of existing options. However, while utilizing public transport is a straightforward solution 

in theory, convincing commuters to change their daily habits is considerably more difficult in 

practice. In a 2008 Copenhagen study, a group of participants received a free month pass to use 

all forms of public transport (i.e., bus, train, and metro) on their daily commute, with the intent 

of convincing participants to regularly use public transport in the future. Although this proved 

successful for the first four months after the experiment, the majority of participants reverted 

to commuting in private cars after this period (Thøgersen & Møller, 2008).  

Another study in Lahore, Pakistan attempted to gain insight on why people choose 

private vehicles over public transport, concluding that people are more likely to use public 

transport when alone and without the influence of other people (Javid et al., 2016). They also 

ide tified pe so al o de li ess  lea li ess a d eat ess of the t a spo t ethod  as a easo  
to use private cars (Javid et. al, 2016). The authors recommended targeting moral obligations to 

health and the environment to encourage public transport use, and also cited a combination of 
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improved public transport and fiscal restrictions on car use as effective means to change 

behavior (Javid et al., 2016). 

 Incentivizing public transport has been implemented in Sacramento, California, where 

the city provides bonuses to commuters when they switch from a private vehicle to public 

transportation. One non-profit organization, YOLO Commute, even provides fiscal incentives to 

those who walk or ride bikes to work (YOLO Commute, 2017). However, studies have shown 

that convincing commuters to change their habits is very difficult in practice. In order to 

implement a solution such as this, some education regarding the importance of using public 

transportation is necessary. In addition, there needs to be funding for providing fiscal incentives. 

This can happen by partnering with local businesses and shops in an attempt to offer discounts. 

Additionally, this strategy requires the support of the municipality and the public transportation 

company, Movia. 

4. Reversible lanes 

 Reversible lanes are lanes that switch direction depending on the heaviest flow of 

traffic. In order to implement reversible lanes, a higher flow of traffic in one direction must exist. 

For example, if in the morning rush hour there are significantly more cars travelling north on 

Prinsessegade (towards the Opera) then there are travelling south (towards Torvegade), then 

Prinsessegade could become one-way travelling north at that time of day. This traffic strategy 

requires an alternative route for the small amount of traffic that still needs to travel in the 

opposite direction. Typically reversible lanes are used on large highways where several lanes can 

be reversible and still enable access for emergency vehicles to travel against the flow of traffic if 

need be (Trepanier et al., 2011). While reversible lanes differ in logistics from unvarying one-

way roads, the creation of one-way roads has been shown to ease traffic. In particular, the one-

way road strategy has proved effective for Fifth Avenue in Manhattan, New York; after Fifth 

Avenue was converted into a one-way street, travelers experienced improvement in trip times 

and speeds (Falcocchio, 2016). This shows how one-way streets can alleviate traffic congestion, 

and this would likely be same for the case of reversible lanes.  

5. Education 

 For educational measures to prove effective at mitigating air pollution, there should be 

an established knowledge gap for the public with regards to traffic congestion and its effect on 

air pollution. Paris has used this strategy extensively, through online programs that estimates 

the average number of NO2 pa ti les e itted  a pe so s a  he  the  p o ide i fo atio  
on their daily commute. The same site offers interactive information geared toward children 

about the severe health effects air pollution has (AirParif, 2010). 

6. Green wave 

 In order for signal timing techniques such as the green wave to be considered a 

potential strategy to reduce traffic congestion, there are certain requirements regarding the 

existing road infrastructure. The street should have a series of three or more traffic lights in 

succession, and therefore the green wave is most applicable to roads with higher traffic 

volumes. The green wave addresses the issue of traffic lights interrupting a constant flow of 

traffic. Cars that are stopped at red lights emit four times the pollution when compared to 

cruising (Vos, 2014). The green wave would be applicable when vehicles are unable to travel 
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through multiple intersections without being stopped at various traffic lights. The green wave 

has been implemented in the Netherlands (Vos, 2014), in addition to having been tested in 

Copenhagen with truck drivers of Folehavn (Technical and Environmental Administration, 2014). 

7. Stricter policies regarding air pollution 

 Implementation of Limited Traffic Zones (LTZ) and stronger policies on Low Emissions 

Zones (LEZ) are two strategies to try and decrease the air pollution in an area. A Limited Traffic 

Zone can specifically forbid any non-local vehicles or those with insufficient filters on a specific 

road or in a particular region. One example of a successful LTZ implementation that reduced 

pollutant concentrations comes from Rome. The city implemented sweeping, restrictive 

measures in the form of Limited Traffic Zones in 2001. In addition, the railroad ring LTZ imposed 

restrictions on the type of engine permitted in the zone, prohibiting old diesel vehicles in 2002 

and all vehicles without catalytic converters in 2003 (Cesaroni et al., 2011). The railroad ring 

zo es p odu ed oti ea le esults fo  ai  pollutio  edu tio : f o   to , Ro e s 
average concentration of NO2 and PM10 respectively decreased by 2% and 1% through the 

i te e tio s effo ts, hile the ail oad i g a ea e pe ie ed d ops of 23% (NO2) and 10% 

(PM10  Cesa o i et al., . I deed, Ro e s poli  has p o e  effe ti e at edu i g the high 
p odu tio  of ai  pollutio  pa ti les f o  diesel e gi es Fu the o e, Ro e s LTZ a  o  o -

residential vehicles is an example of a successful strategy to combat traffic congestion as a 

whole, which often extends to legal restrictions or financial disincentive policies. A stronger 

policy on LEZs would involve developing standards for passenger vehicles to have a Euro 4 or 

higher sticker in the city of Copenhagen. These strategies require the support of the municipality 

and the Danish Parliament. 

8. Road pricing 

 A strategy for reducing road traffic would include road pricing. Not only does road 

pricing discourage private vehicle usage, but also provides funding that could be used for 

transport, infrastructure, and environmental projects.  

a. Toll Roads 

 Road pricing can be found in many different forms; the most popular form of 

road pricing is the implementation of toll roads. A general characteristic of toll roads is 

the existence of alternative routes that motorists can use to circumvent a toll booth and 

still reach their destination. The toll road would serve as the easiest option of travel at a 

cost, whereas alternative routes would typically involve longer travel distance to reach 

the same destination (Santos et. al, 2006). To consider toll roads as a traffic strategy, the 

existing infrastructure should have sufficient space to construct a toll booth. Trondheim 

introduced toll roads with variable charges throughout the day in 1991, maximizing 

during peak traffic hours to provide funding for transport, infrastructure, and 

environmental projects (Santos et al., 2006). 

b. Congestion pricing 

 Another form of road pricing is congestion pricing. Congestion pricing is not 

associated with any specific road or intersection, instead it encompasses areas with high 

traffic volume such as the city center. With the use of traffic cameras to record license 

plates, vehicles would be charged upon entering a specific zone (Wilson, 2010). This has 
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been implemented in London. The 2003 London Congestion Charging Scheme (CCS) 

ha ged itize s fo  a  ehi ula  oad use a d de eased the affe ted a ea s f ee pu li  
parking spots (Santos et al., 2006). As a result of the London Congestion Charging 

Scheme, NO2 and PM10 levels in the affected zones decreased respectively by 1.33% and 

0.792% (Beevers et al., 2005). While these amounts are statistically minimal, they still 

indicate a correlation between charging for road use and reduced pollutant 

concentrations in the area. 

 

The problem with air pollution in Copenhagen 
Although Copenhagen is perceived as a global leader in sustainability, the city has battled the 

European Union (EU) on air pollution regulations for nearly a decade. When the NO2 limit set by the EU 

went into effect in 2010, Denmark failed to meet the air quality standards. While the Danish state 

received an extension to 2015 to reach these standards, Denmark still could not decrease the NO2 

values after five years (Press-Kristensen, 2014). The majority of values exceeding the cut-off originated 

from the measuring station at H.C. Andersens Boulevard, as shown in Figure 4 via data from Aarhus 

University studies. 

 

 Figure 4: NO2 levels on H.C. Andersen Boulevard from 2002-2014 (DCE- Danish Center for 

Environment and Energy at Aarhus University, 2014) 
 

The Danish government attempted to duplicitously solve this problem by moving the measuring 

station further from the street (Press-Kristensen, 2014). Both the Danish Ecological Council and EU 

found this plan unacceptable; as a result, the EU drafted a letter to the Danish state in April 2016, 

reprimanding them for refusing to establish tougher regulations on trucks and diesel vehicles (Weaver, 

2016). A timeline of events pertaining to this is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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 Figure 5: Ti eli e of De ark’s clash with EU regulatio s 

 

When the Air Quality Directive was enforced in 2005, Denmark was already over the average 

daily limits for particle mass. After three years of exceeded limits, the Danish Ecological Council joined 

several non-governmental organizations (NGOs), including Miljøpunkt Nørrebro, to sue the Danish state. 

The subsequent political pressure resulted in the implementation of low emission zones in Copenhagen 

for older, heavier vehicles (Euro 2) in 2008. Today, these zones require all heavy vehicles to meet Euro 4 

or later standards or contain an equivalent particulate filter (Ministry of Environment and Food of 

Denmark, 2014). Vehicles that meet these stipulations are marked with a sticker in their windshield, and 

drivers without a sticker must provide proof that their vehicle meets all standards to an inspection 

facility (Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark, 2014). These policies require particulate filters 

with a minimum of 80% removal efficiency on all vehicles (Euro 2-6) entering Copenhagen. Denmark 

currently meets the requirement for larger particulate matter values, but there are no established 

standards for ultrafine particles. Limits on newer vehicles are insufficiently strict, as certain new heavy 

vehicles produce up to 500 times as many ultrafine particles as retrofitted older heavy vehicles 

(Miljøpunkt Indre By-Christianshavn, 2016). Table 1 depicting the EU air quality regulations and the 

Danish Ecologi al Cou il s e o e ded UFP sta da ds is sho  elo .  
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Table 1: Regulations for Air Quality 

Regulations for Air Quality - European Union (EU) and Danish Ecological Council (DEC) 

 EU PM2.5 EU PM10 EU NO2 DEC recommended UFP 

1 year 25 ug/m3 40 ug/m3 40 ug/m3 7000 particles/cm3 

1 hour N/A N/A 200 ug/m3 20000 particles/cm3 

24 hours N/A 50 ug/m3 N/A N/A 

 

The problem in Christianshavn 
Ch istia sha  is a eigh o hood o  a  isla d ithi  Cope hage s i e  it . I  this egio , 

there are two major roads, Torvegade and Prinsessegade that are used to travel the width and the 

length of the island (Figure 6). Unfortunately, with these two roads as the primary means of transport, 

there is often a large buildup of traffic (M. Spang Bech, personal communication, March 13, 2017). 

Christianshavn has also experienced infrastructure changes and a steady increase in population since 

the 1960s (Das & Jingzhong, 2011), and these developments add to the congestion, and consequently to 

air pollution. As a direct result of this congestion, Aarhus University and the Danish Centre for 

Environment and Energy studies have revealed that Christianshavn is ranked the 35th most polluted 

location out of 98 Copenhagen measuring stations in NO2 levels (Ellerman et al., 2016).  

There are several reasons people are inclined to travel on Prinsessegade, as illustrated by the 

points on the map in Figure 6. Popular destinations include a church, schools, Christiania, and the Opera 

House. For more information about the destinations in Christianshavn, see the Supplemental Materials. 

Christianshavn has three public transportation options: a metro station, a bus line, and a harbor bus. 

The metro station is in southern Christianshavn, and the 9A bus takes passengers up Prinsessegade. 

Copenhagen also currently has three harbor bus routes that sail up and down the main harbor 

(Havnebusserne, 2015). There are several stops along the way, and one of the stops is the Opera House.  

The 9A bus and the infrequent harbor bus are the only public transportation to northern Christianshavn, 

so this area is not as accessible to commuters or residents that are coming from the Inner City or the 

southern end of Christianshavn. The narrow car and bicycle lanes make both driving and cycling a hassle. 

If travellers wish to avoid Prinsessegade, they would have to drive through Torvegade to Amager, and 

the  t a el o  a oad a ou d the isla d to app oa h Ch istia sha s att a tio s f o  the o th. 
However, this is an undesirable option, as going the long way around Prinsessegade takes more time 

and wastes more fuel for cars. 
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Figure 6: Map of Christianshavn (Google Maps, 2017) 

 

Solutions in Christianshavn 
Miljøpunkt has worked to mitigate the air 

pollution problem in the Inner City and 

Christianshavn through events such as the Car-Free 

Sunday. They coordinated with the municipality and 

combined Car-Free Sunday with the Copenhagen 

Half Marathon in order to extend the hours during 

which cars were not allowed to use certain roads 

(Rychla, 2016). As a result, Copenhagen restricted 

vehicular access to various main roads in the city 

center from 15.00 to 21.00, and Miljøpunkt worked to 

extend this restriction to areas of Christianshavn. The city also offered events and activities throughout 

Figure 7: Ultrafine particles per cubic cm on 
two streets in Copenhagen   
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its streets to encourage citizens to take advantage of the car-free roads (Rychla, 2016). The results of the 

UFP counts on this day are illustrated in Figure 7.  

Another example of a municipal effort to relieve traffic congestion in Christianshavn occurred 

with the implementation of the Prinsessegade bus gate. The bus gate, installed in 2003, was designed to 

restrict traffic along a section of the street using 

barriers that only residents, buses, emergency vehicles, 

and larger vehicles with a waiver could pass. The 

restriction of vehicular travel on the street proved 

beneficial to the community, whose residents were 

concerned about the effects of air pollution from traffic 

congestion on the children that attend school on 

Prinsessegade (Ravndal, 2016). The changes in traffic 

after the installation of the bus gate are depicted in 

Figure 8.  

Although the construction of the bus gate 

addressed the traffic concerns of Christianshavn residents, efforts to remove the bus gate still existed. 

This opposition consisted of people that had previously used Prinsessegade to travel from Amager to 

Holmen, a neighborhood in northern Christianshavn (Berg, 2003). The introduction of the bus gate 

barricaded the quickest route to Holmen, leaving travellers having to take a 1 km detour around 

Christianshavn in order to reach their destination. In 2016, the bus gate was removed by the city council 

of Copenhagen. Lord Mayor Frank Jensen provided two arguments for why the road was reopened: 1) it 

would link Christianshavn to the new developments better and 2) it would reduce the CO2 levels that 

were higher from passenger cars taking the longer route through Amager (Lund, 2015).  There were 

considerations to make the road a one-lane street, but this received opposition from the police who 

wanted easy access to Christiania.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Number of cars passing through 

Frelsers Kirke before and after installation of 

the bus gate 
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 Detailed Methodology 
 

The goal of this project was to identify viable solutions to air pollution on Prinsessegade by 

evaluating the effectiveness of existing solutions in the context of Copenhagen and, more specifically, 

this street in Christianshavn. In order to achieve this goal, we devised the following objectives: 

1. Assess the viability of identified air pollution and traffic congestion strategies within the context 

of Prinsessegade, a major street in Christianshavn. 

2. Explore public and expert opinion on strategies deemed viable for the Prinsessegade context. 

The following chapter details our plan to address these objectives and accomplish the goal of 

the project. We identified various methods that provided vital information to the completion of the 

project.  

 

Objective 1: Assess the viability of identified air pollution and traffic congestion 

solutions within the context of Prinsessegade, a major street in Christianshavn. 
 From our background research, we identified a variety of strategies to mitigate traffic 

congestion that have been successful in other parts of the world (described in the section titled 

St ategies to edu e t affi  o gestio . These st ategies e ui e e tai  o po e ts i  o de  to e 
implemented and to be considered successful. We assessed each strategy initially by identifying what 

factors are necessary for each strategy to be put into effect, and then assessing them within the context 

of Prinsessegade. Although obtaining public and official approval of these strategies was a vital aspect of 

determining if a strategy is feasible, we sought to strictly focus on the technical requirements for our 

initial assessment. To achieve this objective, we performed informal observations to determine if 

Prinsessegade and the region of Christianshavn demonstrate the necessary characteristics for each 

potential traffic strategy. Figure 9 details the set of strategies that we included in this initial analysis, all 

of which are detailed in the Background.  
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Figure 9: Strategies to Mitigate Traffic Congestion 

 

Informal observation 
 During the early stages of our project, we conducted informal observations focusing on the 

variety of requirements established in the previous section. The strategies that we considered all have 

factors that must be considered prior to implementation on a specific street. We also carried out 

observations to determine which destinations are contributing to the problem. We took notes on our 

observations and photographed both the intersections and current traffic. Our variety of observations 

can be categorized in the following ways: infrastructure, traffic, daily life, and existing modes of 

transportation. 

Infrastructure  

Before conducting roadside observations, we utilized Google Maps to gain familiarity with the 

area. We noted the streets surrounding Prinsessegade and created a map of Christianshavn highlighting 

what we determined as the most important parts (see Background Figure 7). We also noted parallel 

streets and alternative routes that can be taken to get from the south end of Christianshavn to the north 

end and vice versa. Once we finished observing the map of the area, we visited Prinsessegade on 
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Monday (20 March 2017) at 12.00 to gain further insight about the existing infrastructure. We analyzed 

the number of lanes, existence of bike lanes and sidewalks, and the traffic lights and intersections.  

Traffic 

As the second part of our informal observation, we visited Prinsessegade during peak rush 

hours, 9.00 and 16.00, on Monday (20 March 2017), Wednesday (22 March 2017) and Friday (24 March 

2017). These times were determined as peak rush hour times in a public survey of Copenhagen residents 

conducted in 2015 (Stepanian et al., 2015). We verified these hours by comparing the live Google Traffic 

congestion rates at these times with other times during the week day. We noted the direction of the 

traffic flow at these times based on the requirements defined for reversible lanes. We also noted the 

traffic at the three major intersections (Torvegade, Sankt Annæ Gade, and Bådsmandsstræde) to see if 

any particular intersection had a noticeably heavier vehicle backup than the others. In order to 

determine if the Green Wave initiative would prove suitable, we checked if the timing of the lights 

impacted congestion. We performed this check by noting if any cars were not able to make it through an 

intersection in one light cycle. In addition to observing road traffic, we noted the foot and bicycle traffic 

at rush hour, and if congestion also occurred in the bike lanes and sidewalks.  

Daily life 

Through observing daily life on Prinsessegade, we identified major destinations that individuals 

used Prinsessegade to reach. By identifying these popular destinations that contribute to traffic on 

Prinsessegade, we were able to determine if specific strategies could cater to and alleviate traffic 

heading towards such locations (for example, if there is a need for more public transport options or 

more frequent bus stops). Prior to our observation, we utilized Google Maps to provide an initial list of 

locations in the surrounding area that may contribute to the road use on Prinsessegade, including 

apartment complexes, businesses, schools, and other attractions. We performed these observations at 

various times of the day (both peak and nonpeak traffic times): 9.00, 12.00, and 16.00 on Monday (20 

March 2017), Wednesday (22 March 2017) and Friday (24 March 2017).  

Modes of transportation 

While performing our informal observation, we noted the various modes of transportation used 

to travel on Prinsessegade. During each observation time of 9.00, 12.00, and 16.00, we made note of 

how road users traveled at these times and if certain methods of travel appeared more popular at 

different times of the day. In a scenario where motorists form the largest population of travelers during 

a specific time of day, we would determine if a strategy such as incentivizing alternative transport would 

prove effective at reducing the number of cars on the road. We also observed the frequency of 9A bus 

arrivals to dete i e if P i sessegade s pu li  t a spo tatio  e ui es i p o e e ts to p o ide a 
reliable service to its users. 

 

Assessment of strategies 
After identifying traffic strategies and conducting informal observations, we assessed the 

strategies based on the technical aspects of the road. We gathered the constraints and requirements of 

each traffic strategy and then compared them with our observations, identifying which strategies 

appeared technically viable based on our observations. We eliminated strategies whose technical 
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requirements were incompatible with Prinsessegade and retained the remaining requirements for 

further assessment through Objective 2. Since physical restrictions do not impact the viability of 

strategies such as education and stricter emission policies, these strategies are not included in Table 2. 

We designated the elimination of strategies that did not meet all of the obvious technical requirements 

ith a he k i  the No  olu  of the ta le. 

Table 2: Evaluation of Strategies Based on Observation 

Strategy Requirements  Yes No 

Road closure Alternative routes (parallel roads or other)   

Route for emergency vehicles    

Evidence of existing bike and foot traffic   

Bicycling and 

pedestrian 

road 

Existing sidewalks and bike lanes   

Evidence of existing bike and foot traffic   

Alternate route for cars   

Route for emergency vehicles   

Improving 

public 

transport 

Lack of public transport options   

Infrequent/ unreliable public transport   

Heavy enough flow of traffic in area   

Incentivizing 

alternative 

transport 

Bicycling infrastructure   

Public transport options available   

Existing local businesses and transport companies to partner with   

Reversible 

lanes 

One direction of traffic should have a higher flow of traffic   

Parallel lane for opposite flow of traffic to use   

Route for Emergency vehicles    

Green wave At least three intersections   

Back-up of vehicles at intersections (unable to get through in one cycle of the lights)   

Road pricing Location for toll booth   
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Objective 2: Investigate public and expert opinion on strategies deemed viable for 

the Prinsessegade context. 
To evaluate potential traffic mitigation strategies that would be well received by local residents 

a d usi ess o e s, e gauged the pu li s opinion of the remaining strategies to traffic congestion 

and air pollution. In order to complete this objective, we conducted surveys with residents and semi-

structured interviews with local business owners and experts. These experts included, but were not 

limited to, professors and researchers from Danish universities and members of the Local Borough 

Cou il of Ch istia sha , the a ti e lo al o ittee. The o ittee s ole is to e gage the o u it  
and ensure that they are informed on local developments, as well as update politicians on conditions 

and attitudes of the residents of Christianshavn. In addition to the local committee members, we 

contacted individuals from the municipality, including urban and traffic planners, and representatives 

from the Christianshavn Skolebestyrelse (school board). Lastly, to receive collective feedback on our 

potential strategies for traffic congestion from local Christianshavn experts, we held an open forum 

dedicated to discussing the possibilities and complications of each approach. We completed this 

objective from March 13 to April 20. 

Semi-structured interviews with experts  
In this set of semi-structured interviews, we sought experts on the traffic problem in 

Christianshavn as well as experts on general traffic congestion and air pollution to provide assistance in 

evaluating potential strategies. This method of obtaining experts is purposive sampling (Berg & Lune, 

2012), as we specifically targeted individuals and groups who are educated on air pollution, traffic 

congestion, and the link between both major problems. 

 We originally encountered difficulties in convincing some experts to participate in an interview. 

However, after coordinating with our liaison from Miljøpunkt, we received a list of names from the local 

committee and municipality. These original interviews then referred us to further contacts who were 

willing to speak with us.  

 We conducted these interviews in a one-on-one, semi-structured fashion, prepared with a list of 

questions that would launch a discussio  ith the i te ie  su je ts. We tailo ed ea h i te ie s 
uestio s to appl  to the pa ti ula  i te ie ee s a ea of e pe tise. Fo  ea h i te ie  e assig ed o e 

person to ask the interview questions and another to record the answers. The research questions we 

hoped to answer through our expert interviews, specifically with local committee members, included 

the following:  

● Which of our considered traffic strategies have already been researched for use in 

Prinsessegade, what factors have prevented these strategies from entering usage, and to what 

e te t ha e the p e iousl  atte pted o gestio  itigatio  st ategies edu ed P i sessegade s 
daily traffic congestion, if at all?  

● What do locals believe is the biggest problem regarding the traffic on Prinsessegade? 

● What is the best method to evaluate our strategies and make conclusions about the success of 

our proposed traffic strategies? 

● What sort of strategies will the community support to solve this issue? 

● What sort of strategies will the government support to solve this issue? 

● What challenges exist when trying to recommend strategies to reduce traffic congestion? 

● What strategies are most effective to change traffic behavior in Copenhagen? 
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These broad questions provided more insight into the strategies we have researched and aided 

ou  u de sta di g of the lo al histo  i  the e e t ea s. P i sessegade s t affi  has ee  a  o goi g 
concern, and our goal was to gather information on strategies that have been previously implemented 

or discussed, specifically by the local committee (following their role as a liaison between residents and 

policy makers). This also exposed which approaches proved particularly successful or ineffective when 

implemented in the area, and we compared our own strategies against any past failures to further 

a o  do  ou  a didate st ategies. We also i ui ed a out the pu li s ge e al u de sta di g of ai  
pollutio s health effe ts, as the o ittee e e s a e og iza t of the o u it s attitude to a d 
this issue. This question was designed to target education and community outreach as a strategy to 

mitigate traffic congestion.  

 We also contacted researchers and professors at institutes such as Aarhus University and the 

Technical University of Denmark (DTU). Originally we intended to gather more data on air pollution and 

its health effects, as well as any information they could provide on air pollution (ideally specific to 

Prinsessegade). In addition, we were interested in methods to rank our proposed traffic strategies and 

predict which would provide the highest chance of success. Not only did we inquire regarding how to 

rank the methods, but we also asked for input on our strategies in order to weigh professional opinions 

in our final recommendations.  

Semi-structured interviews with business owners 
In addition to our expert interviews, we conducted semi-structured interviews with business 

owners to understand how their establishments are affected by traffic congestion and air pollution. 

From our informal observations of Prinsessegade, we identified businesses whom we wished to contact. 

Many of these businesses either reside on Prinsessegade or are located in the surrounding area. Our 

purpose in interviewing business owners or their representatives was to gather information on how 

local businesses are impacted by the current traffic and pollution situation, and additionally how they 

might react to or be impacted by any possible changes in the area. We asked business owners if they 

were impacted by traffic congestion, and inquired about how the removal of the bus gate on 

Prinsessegade had an impact on their businesses. In addition, we sought opinions from business owners 

regarding potential strategies to alleviate road congestion and gauged their willingness to participate in 

an incentive program to encourage travelers to utilize public transportation. As a result of our 

observations conducted as part of completing Objective 1, we also identified the companies with 

delivery vehicles travelling along the street during peak traffic times. By contacting the companies 

associated with the delivery vehicles, we intended to learn the reasons that they travel on Prinsessegade 

during peak traffic times.  

 To obtain the contact information of these businesses, we utilized the Google search engine to 

fi d ea h usi ess s pho e u e  o  e ail add ess, if eithe  ould e fou d o  thei  e sites. We the  
emailed or called these companies whose contact information appeared on the Internet to answer our 

questions via a personal interview or phone call with the business owner or manager. For a phone 

interview, we designated one person to participate in the discussion and take notes on the interview. 

We utilized the same qualitative content analysis method for expert interviews and interviews with 

business owners.  
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Interview analysis 
We analyzed each interview separately using a content analysis approach. This approach 

involved the multiple steps listed below. 

 

1. Organizing the data 

 In this step we reviewed our interview notes to decide which were the most relevant to 

the problem. Following this criteria, we transcribed the interviews that appeared likely to be 

most useful and for which the recording was audible. For the other interviews we only 

transcribed our notes. We kept both the transcriptions and interview notes organized with the 

date and time that the interview was conducted. We also included the larger research questions 

that we hoped our interviews would answer in the transcripts and notes. 

2. Organizing ideas and concepts 

 In this step, we collectively discussed the themes that were commonly expressed in 

each interview and whether or not our research questions were sufficiently answered. We kept 

notes that highlighted the most important topics from each individual interview. We also took 

note of any unexpected new information and any unanswered questions. 

3. Developing an overall theme 

 After organizing the main ideas from each interview, we compared the individual 

interviews against each other to find trends in the data. For example, if many participants 

complained about public transport in the area, we inferred that we likely needed to focus our 

traffic strategies in that direction.  

4. Determining validity in the data analysis 

 Next, we verified the data that emerged from the rest in Step 3. If a respondent 

provided a clashing contrary opinion to common phrases or ideas from the rest of the 

interviews, we carefully investigated the cause of this difference in opinions to determine its 

validity. 

5. Creating a visual representation of results 

 Lastly, we created a graphic that demonstrates the research questions that each 

interview answered, complete with the results of these questions. This allowed us to organize 

our thoughts and graphically represent the larger themes from each interview for clarity. We 

then identified patterns across the the interviews in order to draw conclusions about our 

findings. 

 

Surveys with the public 
Our surveys focused on discovering how members of the public perceive traffic congestion on 

Prinsessegade and each of our potential solutions to congestion and air pollution for Prinsessegade. We 

chose this method as the most direct way to understand the impacts on individuals who live and work in 

Christianshavn that any strategies might create. It provided us with a better understanding regarding 

what people know about the relationship between air pollution and traffic congestion. It also allowed us 

to gauge public knowledge about the impacts of air pollution on human health, which, again, we 

designed to gauge how useful education would be. Additionally, we used these surveys to evaluate 
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public opinion on strategies to mitigate traffic congestion. The complete list of survey questions can be 

found in Figure 10.  

While we recognize that those who use Prinsessegade are not experts on the subject matter, 

they provided us with insight into the impacts of congestion on the daily lives of people who live on or 

use Prinsessegade. Our final recommendations suggest traffic strategies that directly impact the users of 

Prinsessegade, and therefore collecting public opinion is an important aspect of this process. Moreover, 

we have researched past strategies to reduce road traffic in Copenhagen that were not implemented 

due to a combination of political discord and also public opposition. This is evident in such cases as road 

pricing, which the local government of Copenhagen was unable to implement due to public resistance 

(CPH Post, 2013). We decided, because of the previous controversy, that we would categorize negative 

public opinion towards a potential strategy as a con in our final results and recommendations. While we 

did consider negative public opinion as a con, we did not assume that it could not be outweighed by 

pros, which we determined for each strategy through research, past results, and expert interviews.  

We utilized Google Forms to create a survey with a list of predetermined questions, leaving 

space for any additional comments or information provided that were outside the scope of our 

questions.  

 

1. I understand that when submitting this survey, my answers will be used anonymously in the final report for 

the students listed above. 

            a. Yes               b. No 

*2. How old are you? 

            a. 18-30          b. 31-50         c. 51-70            d. 71+ 

*3. Do you live in Christianshavn? 

         a. Yes            b. No 

*4. Where do you work? 

a. Inside of Christianshavn      b. Outside of Christianshavn 

c. Retired                               d. Other: ______________ 

*5. Do you have children? 

a. Yes            b. No 

6. What form of transportation do you most frequently use to move to/from Christianshavn? (Select all that 

apply) 

a. Private vehicle                                         b. Taxi cab 

c. Walking                                                d. Bicycling 

e. Public transport (bus, metro, train)               f. Other: _______________ 

7. Why do you use this form of public transportation? 

8. Have you ever experienced traffic congestion on Prinsessegade? 

a. Yes            b. No 

9. Where have you experienced the worst traffic congestion? 

a. Intersection of Prinsessegade and Torvegade 

b. Intersection of Prinsessegade and Sankt Annae Gade (Spiral Tower) 

c. Intersection of Prinsessegade and Badmandsstraede (Christiania) 

d. Other: _________________ 

10. What times of day have you experienced the worst traffic congestion? (Check all that apply) 

a. Early morning (07.00 - 9.00)               b. Late morning (09.00 - 11.00) 

c. Midday (11.00 - 13.00)                     d. Early afternoon (13.00 - 15.00) 

e. Late afternoon (15.00 - 17.00)           f. Evening (17.00 - 19.00) 

g. After 19.00 
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11. For what purpose do you travel on Prinsessegade? (Check all that apply) 

a. I live in Christianshavn (I use the street to get to and from my home) 

b. To visit Christiania 

c. To drop my child off at school 

d. To get to the universities in northern Christianshavn 

e. To go to Opera House 

f. To get to Northern Amager 

g. Other __________ 

12. What were your thoughts on the bus gate that was reopened on Prinsessegade last year? 

13. Please respond to the following statements with strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, or strongly agree 

I believe that traffic congestion is a major contributor to air pollution 

I believe that air pollution negatively affects my health 

Traffic congestion negatively impacts the flow of my daily commute 

I believe that private vehicles are the most convenient mode of transportation 

The current government standards on air pollution sufficiently protect me against pollutants 

14. Please rate the following solutions to traffic congestion on Prinsessegade from 1-5, with 1 being highly 

undesirable and 5 being highly desirable 

Close the road (public transport and residents only) 

Reversible lanes/ one way lanes 

Bicycling and pedestrian road 

Improved public transportation options 

Monetary incentives for alternative transport use (including bicycling or carpooling) 

Increased policing on low emission zones (stricter enforcements) 

*Road pricing 

15. Would you be interested in participating in an open forum to discuss these solutions in more depth? 

a. If yes, can we have your name and email? 

*this question was added when we posted the survey online 

Figure 10: Survey questions asking the public about traffic congestion on Prinsessegade and their opinion 

on potential traffic strategies 

 

These surveys took place between March 27 and April 14. On March 27, 28, and 31, we 

administered surveys in person by having two or three team members interact with locals and 

commuters along Prinsessegade and neighboring streets. However, in order to supplement our sample 

size, e also posted the su e  to Miljøpu kt s Fa e ook page he e e olle ted espo ses f o  Ap il 
5 to April 11.  

We generally chose to conduct in-person surveys in the square outside of the Christianshavn 

Metro station. This presented a challenge because we attracted people who use public transportation in 

this location, however, it is one of the more populated areas in close proximity to Prinsessegade and is 

surrounded by businesses with a lot of foot traffic. Upon approaching people and asking them to 

participate in our survey, one of our initial questions was to ask if they have travelled on Prinsessegade, 

to ensure we were targeting individuals who understood the context of our questions. We also 

relocated to Prinsessegade multiple times, which guaranteed that we would encounter users of the 

road, but this was not successful because many of these people were tourists visiting Christiania or the 

Spiral Tower.  

During the in-person surveys, one person conducted the interview and another team member 

filled out the Google Form survey on a smartphone. The interview questions included a variety of topics 
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regarding how traffic congestion impacts the lives of the locals. We asked the participants a set of basic 

questions in order to categorize the different responses. The questions we addressed in these surveys 

included what motivates people to use a certain type of transportation over other types. We also 

wanted to know why exactly people use Prinsessegade so we could think about how different strategies 

would appeal to the users of different vehicles.  

One challenge we faced conducting these interviews was that we were not realistically able to 

interview people using their cars on Prinsessegade and our in person surveys were therefore limited to 

mostly pedest ia s. To o at this e also posted ou  su e  to Miljøpu kt s Fa e ook page to t  a d 
get a oade  a ge of pa ti ipa ts. Posti g the su e  th ough ou  spo so s page, ho e e , also 
creates some bias as those interested in Miljøpu kt s o k a e o e likely to exercise environmentally 

friendly habits such as bicycling or walking. Prior to posting our survey online, additional survey 

questions were created so that we could further categorize the data. We sought to ask about the 

pa ti ipa t s age, esidence, place of work, and if they have children because we believed that these 

factors could have an influence on their experience with traffic congestion on Prinsessegade and their 

opinion on potential mitigation strategies. Additionally, we introduced road pricing as another strategy 

to rate after speaking with our sponsor and other experts.  

In addition to this more demographic based information, we asked our survey participants to 

rate each of our potential strategies that remained after objective 1 on a pre-defined scale of 1 to 5: 

1. Highly undesirable 

2. Undesirable 

3. Neutral 

4. Desirable 

5. Highly desirable 

In doing this, we could determine which strategies were rated the highest by the largest number 

of people. We then used these results to conclude whether public opinion was positive or negative for a 

strategy, in order to determine if public opinion was a pro or con for each strategy. These survey 

responses, though they provided some insight into how strategies would be received by the public, are 

limited in their ability to completely represent public reaction to alternative strategies that were not 

discussed in our survey. Therefore, we asked participants to rate traffic mitigation strategies without 

providing them much detail about what each strategy would entail, and what costs and benefits would 

be associated with each one. Moreover, we had a limited spectrum of participants, so the larger 

community may react differently than we anticipate. This is especially true in Christianshavn, a very 

strong community that may support more extreme traffic alleviation strategies, that exists within a 

larger community that still uses Prinsessegade. In this case, the opinions of the residents of 

Prinsessegade are likely very different from the people who use it as a throughway street. Another 

consideration is the developing area in northern Amager, which could create a very different 

demographic in the future, with contradicting opinions to those collected in the survey, which is 

impossible to predict until the development actually occurs.  

Survey analysis 
 By using a Google Form to host our survey, we were able to automatically record the responses 

to a spreadsheet for analysis. Using a spreadsheet formula, the participant responses were tallied for 

each multiple choice question that our survey had. In the case that a participant had responded to a 
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multiple choice question with an answer that was not defined in the question options, we had 

atego ized the  as a  Othe  espo se. To add ess the su e  espo ses that i ol ed ating 

potential traffic strategies on our predefined numerical scale, we calculated an average rating for each 

strategy as well as the standard error. In order to assess whether a potential strategy would be well 

received by the public, we determined that a positive public opinion would be indicated by an average 

rating of greater than or equal to 3.1, a negative public opinion would be determined by an average 

rating of less than or equal to 2.9. If the average rating for a strategy fell between 2.9 and 3.1, then we 

were not able to determine if public opinion could be a pro or con in our final assessment. 

 Once we had analyzed the data from the survey as a whole, we chose to further analyze how 

people with different demographic information answered the questions. We chose to evaluate 

demographic traits that we believed would potentially have an influence on how participants would 

answer the survey questions. We compared the difference in responses between participants who had 

children and those who did not have children (survey question #5), those who lived in Christianshavn 

and those who lived elsewhere (survey question #3), and those with various methods of primary 

transportation. We believed that people with children may be more aware of the health impacts of air 

pollution and the increased risk to children, which may influence their rating on potential traffic 

st ategies. We also elie ed that eside  ould i pa t a pa ti ipa t s espo ses to the su e ; 
residents are more likely to experience traffic congestion on a daily basis, and may have different 

opinions on strategies that directly impact the street infrastructure when compared to individuals that 

use Prinsessegade as a through-st eet. Lastl , e elie ed that a pe so s p i a  ethod of 
transportation would influence his or her ratings. For example, converting Prinsessegade into a bicycle-

only road would be a more appealing strategy to a bicyclist than a car owner. Once again, we tallied the 

responses from each demographic group to the multiple choice questions and calculated an average 

rating for each potential traffic alleviation strategy.  

Throughout our analysis, we utilized pie charts, bar graphs, and column graphs to visualize our 

survey responses. In addition to using visual representation to analyze data, we also performed chi-

square tests in order to determine if the responses of two groups were statistically significant. We chose 

to perform the chi-square test because it is used for analyzing categorical data and tests how likely that 

an observed distribution is due to chance (Ling, 2017). For the numerical data, we performed an analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) to determine if the average ratings between two categories were statistically 

different. First, we generated a column graph that compared the average ratings between two 

categories (e.g. residents and non-residents) to make a visual assessment to determine if there were 

specific traffic strategies where the ratings could potentially be significantly different. Afterwards, we 

performed a single factor ANOVA to determine if the ratings were statistically different.  

 Our survey responses included some qualitative data. We sought to know why the participant 

uses a certain mode of transportation and also their feelings regarding the Prinsessegade bus gate 

removal. To assess the qualitative responses, we constructed an initial list of keywords and topics that 

we anticipated would be prevalent in the answers to the open response questions: speed, distance, 

environmental reasons, convenience, exercise, physical ability/limitations, and cost. After conducting 

the surveys, we reevaluated the list of keywords to reflect any topics that we may not have initially 

considered. Using this list, we tallied the number of times that a participant had mentioned a particular 

subject.   
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Open forum 
We took measures to ensure that we involved the Christianshavn community in our discussion 

of strategies for reducing traffic congestion on Prinsessegade. To do this, we organized an open forum 

meeting to publicly discuss our proposed strategies.  

 

Assessment of strategies based on informal observation, public and professional opinion 
Before we conducted our open forum, we eliminated additional strategies that did not seem 

viable based on combined expert interviews and survey results. We then created an informational flyer 

representing the pros and cons of each remaining strategy for use in our open forum, as shown in Figure 

11. Some strategies were eliminated prior to the open forum if our observations suggested they would 

not be successful. In addition, we eliminated strategies if both the infrastructure seemed unsuitable and 

our interviews supported that observation.  

 
Figure 11: Open forum handout 
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 Our primary aim in hosting an open forum was to present our survey and interview-based pros 

and cons for each of the traffic strategies diagrammed in Figure 11 to the local attendees, with the 

intent of discussing and exposing any complications that could arise from pursuing each possibility, 

further engage with residents of Christianshavn and reveal more ideas about the potential strategies, 

including political perspectives, as everyone was free to agree or disagree with our findings. We hoped 

to gauge the Ch istia sha  o u it s opi io s a d ideas of ou  p oposed t affic strategies for 

Prinsessegade by allowing discussion amongst attendees. We had a variety of attendees in order to 

allow different parts of the community to engage with each other to see opposing perspectives and gain 

insight into what other locals think. This would hopefully allow the community to better understand 

each other to eventually come to a decision about which strategies to employ on Prinsessegade. 

 To attract attention to the forum, we advertised it with a digital flyer on Miljøpunkt Indre By-

Ch istia sha s Fa e ook page https://www.facebook.com/MiljopunktIndreByChristianshavn/) and 

posted 10 physical copies in various locations in Christianshavn: in the Christianshavn Beboerhus cafe, 

Ch istia sha  li a , Lakagehuset a d Hol s Bage  ake ies, Ha e s BBQ, G ille  Ch istia sha , 
and Blue House restuarants. The poster (Figure 12) had a QR code, a matrix barcode that smartphone 

users can scan in order to navigate directly to a webpage, and a bit.ly address (http://bit.ly/2oBlbNL) 

that people could use to take them to the registration page for the forum. We used Eventbrite, a 

website designed to host events and provide an interface for event registration, for the forum; this 

allowed us to estimate how many people would show up to the forum and also let us cap the attendee 

allowance to 35 people. We determined that a maximum of 35 people would be an appropriate limit for 

the forum because it is the approximate recommended size for an open forum (Francisco and Schultz, 

2017). We asked participants of our survey to fill out their name and email if they were interested in 

participating in our open forum; if they were, we emailed them a link to our Eventbrite registration 

page. We also emailed the Eventbrite link to the attendees of the Local Borough Council of 

Christianshavn that expressed interest at the meeting we attended on March 29th. Lastly, we emailed 

out the link and flyer to experts we interviewed and members of the Copenhagen Municipality Technical 

and Environment Committee. In total, we personally emailed 25 possible participants. Furthermore, our 

sponsor posted the registration link on their Facebook page. A few days before the open forum, 

Eventbrite automatically sent out reminder emails to the people who registered, and on the day of the 

open forum, we sent out emails ourselves to the people who had registered. The open forum was held 

on 19 April 2017 from 16.30 to 17.30 in Beboerhus, a community meeting space in Christianshavn. Our 

team arrived at Beboerhus at 15.30 to set up tables and chairs and prepare our presentation materials. 

We placed the tables and chairs in a small U-shape to facilitate group discussion.  The central location of 

Beboerhus provided easy access for Prinsessegade residents and users. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/MiljopunktIndreByChristianshavn/
http://bit.ly/2oBlbNL
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Figure 12: Flyer advertisement for open forum 
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  For the forum, we had a Prezi (an online software used to create presentations) and a paper 

handout detailing the pros and cons of our proposed traffic strategies prepared for the attendees. For 

simplicity, we combined some of our proposed traffic strategies into four broad categories. These were 

road closure (including making the road a bicycle and pedestrian only road and closing it to only public 

transportation and residents), stricter policies (including more enforcement of low emission zones and 

road pricing), alternative transport options (including improving public transportation and incentivizing 

public transportation), and community outreach (educating the public about the dangers of traffic and 

air pollution). Figures 11 and 13 show the handout we gave out and the Prezi presentation, and the full 

Prezi presentation is available for viewing at http://prezi.com/1_lw_nz44h7-

/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy. We provided attendees with sticky notes and writing 

utensils in case they wanted to write notes down during our presentation. 

 

 
Figure 13: Prezi presentation for the open forum  

 

We began the discussion by presenting information about the traffic problem on Prinsessegade 

and the health effects of air pollution, emphasizing the potential health threat to children in regards to 

air pollution and traffic. The beginning of the presentation served to better inform participants of the 

problem on Prinsessegade and of the importance of the open forum. Then, we presented our 

information about the traffic strategies that we researched, ending this part of the presentation with an 

overview slide to remind attendees of each traffic strategy. Next, we allowed questions and comments 

from attendees about their opinions on our proposed strategies and about new ideas for solutions that 

they had. During the discussion we took pictures and recorded the conversation with a smartphone. At 

the fo u s o lusio , e e su ed that all atte dees ag eed to let us use the pi tu es a d e o di g i  

http://prezi.com/1_lw_nz44h7-/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
http://prezi.com/1_lw_nz44h7-/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
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our report. Two team members gave the presentation, led the forum, and recorded the discussion with 

a smartphone, two team members took notes, and one took pictures of the proceedings.  

Open forum data analysis 
 After conducting our open forum, we transcribed our notes (since the audio recording was low 

quality and unintelligible) in order to analyze the results. To do this, we got ideas from a focus group 

analysis strategy (Hoets, 2017) due to the similarities between our open forum and a focus group. The 

following list describes each step of the open forum analysis. 

 

1. Data grouping  

 The transcribed notes were coded according to which traffic strategy they covered. The 

traffic strategy categories discussed in the forum were road closure, stricter policies, alternate 

transport, and community outreach, and these four categories were used to highlight the 

transcription notes with different colors. The open forum notes are available in Appendix B. 

2. Findings  

 Next, we further organized the coded notes of the open forum according to which 

research question they answered in order to ensure that we got the results we were looking for 

from the open forum. 

3. Data representation  

 Fi all , e o ga ized the otes f o  the ope  fo u  i to a ta le to sho  the atte dees  
perceptions of our proposed traffic strategies and to highlight any new ideas that were brought 

up.  

 

Final assessment of strategies 
At our open forum, we presented a variety of pros and cons that we gathered from both 

Objective 1 and Objective 2. After we conducted the open forum, we took the pros and cons list that we 

developed for our presentation, and then adapted it based on the opinions and ideas that were 

presented in the forum. We did not use the open forum to eliminate any strategies; we used it to learn 

about the strengths and weaknesses of each as seen by the Christianshavn community. Table 3 

summarizes the pros and cons of our proposed traffic strategies and Table 4 summarizes the outcomes 

of whether each strategy passed or failed our objectives.  
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Table 3: Assessment of pros and cons of each strategy 

Strategy Pros Cons 

Road closure Bus gate   

Pedestrian/bike road   

Improving public transport   

Incentivizing alternative transport   

Reversible lane   

Green wave initiative   

Stricter policies   

Road pricing   

 

Table 4: Summary of Elimination of Strategies 

Pass: ✓ Fail: ✘ 

Strategy Objective 1: 

technical evaluation 

Objective 2: evaluation of 

public and expert opinion 

Discussion of 

strategy 

Outcome 

Green wave    Eliminated 

Road closure    Potential solution 

Improving public transport    Potential Solution 

Incentivizing alternate modes 

of transport 

   Potential solution 

Reversible lanes    Eliminated 

Education    Potential solution 

Stricter policies regarding air 

pollution 

   Potential solution 

Road pricing    Potential solution 
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Detailed Results 

 

Objective 1: Assess the viability of identified air pollution and traffic congestion 

solutions within the context of Prinsessegade, a major street in Christianshavn. 
 

Informal observations 
 The informal observations conducted in the beginning of the term allowed us to evaluate 

whether there were any logistical or technical reasons to eliminate any of our preliminary strategies for 

addressing traffic congestion on Prinsessegade before moving on to the public perception component of 

our project. In the section below we provide summaries of the basic observations we made on 

Prinsessegade.  

Infrastructure 

Prinsessegade is a narrow two-way street generally flanked by tall buildings and bicycle lanes on 

either side of the road. Narrow sidewalks also exist on both sides of the road; however, current 

construction on certain parts of the sidewalks requires that pedestrians move into the bicycle lanes in 

the affected areas. The vehicle lanes and bicycle lanes are narrow through the entire length of the 

street, and the bridges do not contain separate bicycle lanes, forcing cyclists to ride in the street with car 

traffic. 

Prinsessegade is the most direct route to the attractions in northern Christianshavn, which is 

why it is the most popular route to places such as the Opera House. However, an often ignored 

alternative route to northern Christianshavn exists in the form of Kløvermarksvej, a northern Amager 

road. The Prinsessegade route and the alternative Kløvermarksvej route can be seen in Figure 14 below. 

This route is less popular because it is longer and requires more travel time, as shown in the figure. 

However, while the alternative route is over two times longer than the Prinsessegade route, it only adds 

2 more minutes to the drive from the Christianshavn metro to the Opera House. In addition, the 

alternative route has far less traffic and minimal traffic lights. The drive also opens with wider streets 

and more trees than Prinsessegade to minimize air pollution, as compared to the street canyon of 

Prinsessegade that traps particles among taller buildings and creates more concentrated pollutants. 
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Figure 14: Prinsessegade vs. alternative route (Google Maps, 2017) 

Traffic 

There are three traffic light intersections on Prinsessegade. The traffic we witnessed on the 

street during both rush and non-rush hours revealed that there are not enough cars on the street to 

delay vehicles across multiple traffic light cycles. The lights have proper timing so that vehicles on the 

road can move through intersections with ease and avoid experiencing excessive stops at multiple lights. 

Figure 15 is a product of our own traffic observations. 

 
Figure 15: Traffic at the intersection of Prinsessegade and Torvegade 
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Daily life 

During the morning and afternoon rush hours, the excess of pedestrians on the sidewalks spill 

into the bike lanes, thereby forcing the cyclists into the car lanes. We observed a high volume of 

pedestrians along the street during the afternoon, largely consisting of tourists visiting the Spiral Tower, 

Paper Island or Christiania. There was an even larger number of pedestrians from 11.00 to 13.00 due to 

local high school students standing outside during their lunch break. In the evenings when events are 

held at the Opera House, we observed a larger volume of overall traffic heading north towards the 

venue. 

Modes of transportation 

On Prinsessegade, we noticed a heavy amount of foot and bike traffic around rush hour times. 

In addition, rush hour conditions contributed to a large amount of car congestion. Bus 9A travels up the 

road every 10 minutes. Taxis, tour buses and delivery trucks also regularly drive along the road. None of 

the rush hour observations uncovered a significant imbalance in the volume of traffic for both 

directions. We did not conduct official counts of cars, but confirmed the variety of transport options 

used along this street. 

Assessment of strategies 

This section details how our informal observations of Prinsessegade and Christianshavn led to 

the elimination of certain traffic strategies that would be unsuitable for use on Prinsessegade based on 

the u e t i f ast u tu e of the st eet. Ta le  sho s ea h t affi  st ateg s e ui e e ts fo  su ess; 
an X under the Yes or No column indicates whether or not each requirement has been met. This is how 

we eliminated the Green Wave as a potential traffic strategy, as we recognized that there is no need for 

traffic management and that a strategy that would decrease the number of cars on the road would be 

more beneficial.  
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Table 5: Completed Evaluation of Strategies Based on Observation 

Strategy Requirements Yes No 

Road 

closure 

Alternate routes (parallel roads or other) X  

Route for emergency vehicles  X 

Evidence of existing bike and foot traffic X  

 

Bicycling 

and 

pedestrian 

road 

Existing sidewalks and bike lanes X  

Evidence of existing bike and foot traffic X  

Alternate route for cars X  

Route for emergency vehicles  X 

Improving 

public 

transport 

Lack of public transport options  X 

Infrequent/unreliable public transport  X 

Sufficiently heavy flow of traffic in area  X 

Incentivizing 

alternative 

transport 

Bicycling infrastructure X  

Public transport options available X  

Existing local businesses and transport companies for partnerships X  

Reversible 

lanes 

One direction of traffic should have a higher flow of traffic  X 

Parallel lane for opposite flow of traffic to use  X 

Route for emergency vehicles   X 

Green wave At least three intersections X  

Back-up of vehicles at intersections (unable to get through in one cycle of the lights)  X 

Road pricing Location for toll booth  X 
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Objective 2: Investigate public and expert opinion on strategies deemed viable for 

the Prinsessegade context. 
 

Semi-structured interviews with experts 
All transcripts and transcribed notes can be found in Appendix A. We found that five of our 

interviews were helpful to us in answering our research questions. For those five interviews, we created 

infographics. For the other interviews, we found that our conversations did not help us to answer our 

research questions, and thus we provide only brief summaries of the conversations in this section. 

 

Erling Ekegren 

We interviewed Erling Ekegren on 22 March 2017. This interview was conducted in person in the 

Christianshavn Beboerhus (community house). Ekegren is a local Christianshavn resident and member of 

the Local Borough Council of Christianshavn and has knowledge about the traffic issues on 

Prinsessegade. We were provided his contact from our sponsor, Marianne Spang Bech. He spoke to us 

about the problems on Christianshavn and gave us various contacts in the area, mostly those in charge 

of various Christianshavn committees. Results from the interview can be seen in Figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16: Results from the interview with Erling Ekegren 
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Poul Cohrt 

We interviewed Poul Cohrt on March 24, 2017. This interview was conducted via phone call. 

Cohrt is the chairman of the Local Borough Council of Christianshavn and explained more about what we 

had discussed with Ekegren as well as past work that the committee has done in the community. We 

were provided his contact information from our sponsor, Marianne Spang Bech. Results from the 

interview can be seen in Figure 17. 

  

 
Figure 17: Results from the interview with Poul Cohrt 

Anja Clausen 

We interviewed Anja Clausen on March 29, 2017. This interview was conducted via phone call. 

Clausen is the school board chairman of Christianshavns Skole, an elementary school on Prinsessegade. 

We were provided her contact information by Erling Ekegren. She provided insight i to the s hool s a d 
the pa e ts  pe spe ti es o  t affi  o gestio , e phasizi g that the s hool oa d is o e ed ith the 
safety of children due to traffic congestion and air pollution. Results from the interview can be see in 

Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Results from the interview with Anja Clausen 

 

Inge Hopps 

We interviewed Inge Hopps, a resident who has lived on Prinsessegade for one and a half years 

to whom our sponsor introduced us, on 3 April 2017. This interview was conducted in person on 

Prinsessegade. Hopps is also a landscape architect, allowing her to understand and explain the logistics 

and infrastructure of the road. Hopps learned about our project via our sponsoring organization, 

Miljopunkt Indre By- Christianshavn, and reached out to us to provide insight. She identified several 

major problems with said infrastructure and related her personal account of the bus gate and the 

noticeable increase in traffic. Results from the interview can be seen in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Results from the interview with Inge Hopps 

 

Kåre Press-Kristensen 

We interviewed Kåre Press-Kristensen, a researcher from the Technical University of Denmark 

ho pu lished a epo t i   e titled Clea  Ai  Cope hage ,  o   Ap il . We utilized this 
report in our early stages of research, and found Press-K iste se s o ta t i fo atio  o li e. This 
interview was conducted via phone call. He spoke with us regarding his ideas for reducing car traffic in 

Copenhagen and how he estimated the predicted effectiveness of his proposed strategies. In addition, 

he provided valuable insight about politics in Denmark and why certain strategies have not already been 

implemented. Results from the interview can be seen in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Results from the interview with Kåre Press-Kristensen 

 

Thomas Ellermann 

We interviewed Thomas Ellermann, a professor and researcher from Aarhus University in the 

Department of Environmental Science who is involved in air pollution studies, on 24 March 2017. This 

interview was conducted via phone call. Unfortunately, he did not have the information we wanted 

regarding air pollution in Christianshavn, and was not very informed about the air pollution modeling 

that the university developed. He referred us to Steen Solvang Jensen for further questions. 

 

Steen Solvang Jensen 

We interviewed Steen Solvang Jensen, a professor and researcher from Aarhus University in the 

Department of Environmental Science on 3 April 2017. This interview was conducted via phone call. Mr. 

Jensen provided further information on how to approach air pollution science, measurements, and 

effects and explained that it would be impractical for us to estimate the air pollution effects of our 

proposed traffic strategies. 

 

Andreas Massling 

We interviewed Andreas Massling, a researcher from Aarhus University on 10 April 2017. This 

interview was conducted via Skype call. Unfortunately, the Skype connection was poor and he had 

limited information on the air quality monitoring systems. 
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Francesca Desmarais 

Francesca is a student at the Copenhagen Institute for Interaction Design (CIID) who completed 

a p oje t e titled Qui k Fi  i  . This i te ie  as o du ted i  pe so  at CIID o   Ap il , 
This project developed a prototype of a program where cyclists would drop off their damaged bicycles in 

Metro stations, get a ticket and leave their bicycle to be fixed by a traveling mechanic while they are 

gone. This project was of interest to us because we would like to recommend more collaboration 

between the public transport company and bike users.  

 

Movia representative 

We spoke with a traffic planner from Movia on 29 March 2017. We were given the 

ep ese tati e s a e, ut e e asked to ite his i fo atio  as a Mo ia ep ese tati e.  This 
interview was conducted in person at the Movia main office. He provided a presentation on public 

transportation in Christianshavn. We gained valuable information from him about the public 

transportation in Christianshavn and obtained figures for ridership numbers for various types of 

transport in the area. Figure 21 shows the routes and stops of the Metro, the buses, and the harbor bus 

in Christianshavn. 

 

 
Figure 21: Map of Christianshavn public transportation (Movia, 2017) 

 

In this area, the most and least frequently used modes of public transportation are the Metro 

and harbor bus, respectively. These usage patterns happen to correlate with the frequency at which 

each mode of transport runs. Table 6 shows the frequency of each mode of transport and estimates of 

how many passengers enter and exit each transport option at the Christianshavn stops. 
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Table 6: Public Transportation Frequencies and Ridership (Public Transport, 2017 and Movia 

representative, personal communication, 31 March 2017) 

Mode of 

Transportation 

Rush Hour Frequency 

(6-9 AM) 

Non-rush Hour Frequency  Passengers per 

Weekday 

Metro 2-4 minutes 3-6 minutes ~19,000 

2A bus 3-7 minutes 10 minutes ~1,500 

9A bus 3-7 minutes 10 minutes ~1,300 

350S bus 5-10 minutes 20 minutes ~1,000 

37 bus 5-10 minutes 20 minutes ~250 

Harbor bus 40 minutes 40 minutes ~900 

 

The 9A bus and the harbor bus are the only public transportation options to access northern 

Christianshavn. Of these two, the 9A bus is by far the more popular option. From data collected in 

November 2016, a high volume of traffic travels north on Prinsessegade during the morning rush hour, 

and a slightly higher volume travels south during the afternoon rush hour (Table 7) (Movia, 2017). This 

pattern may be attributable to several different factors; most notably, students attending one of several 

universities in northern Christianshavn may use the bus to commute to and from school in the morning 

and afternoon, respectively. Additionally, residents of northern Christianshavn might use the bus more 

frequently in the afternoon to return home after work (Movia representative, personal communication, 

31 March 2017). 

  

Table 7: Bus passenger movements during rush hour on Prinsessegade 

Time Bus passengers moving north 

up Prinsessegade 

Bus passengers moving south 

down Prinsessegade 

Morning (06.00-09.00) 521 275 

Afternoon (15.00-18.00) 528 599 

 

The bus lines accommodate expected increases in ridership during large events (such as popular 

shows at the Opera House) by mobilizing more buses with fewer stops between their starting point and 

the Opera House. Due to new developments currently under construction in northern Christianshavn, an 

increase in demand to enter the area is expected within the next five years. For this reason, Movia has 

e te ded the A us li e s oute hi h p e iousl  stopped at the Opera House as seen in Figure 23) 

into Amager (Movia representative, personal communication, 2017). The current 9A bus route and its 

extension are shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Extension route of 9A bus line  

 

The harbor bus receives infrequent commuter traffic; a Movia representative told us about a 

previous study that determined that approximately one-third of the harbor bus users travel to work on 

the boat, while the other two-thirds consist of tourists and Copenhageners riding for leisure. (Movia 

representative, personal communication, 2017). Even though harbor buses neither contribute to nor 

suffer from any traffic congestion, they are still the least popular mode of transportation. Harbor buses 

also have higher purchase prices and operating fees than street buses, causing Movia to limit its fleet of 

boats to four (Movia representative, personal communication, 2017). Even with only four boats in 

operation, the harbor buses currently contribute a disproportionate amount of air pollution, emitting 

15% of the NOx a d % of the pa ti ulate atte  eleased  all of Mo ia s t a spo tatio  We a de, 
2017). However, by 2020, these heavily polluting harbor buses will be replaced with clean electric boats 

to cut harmful emissions (Wenande, 2017). This interview with Movia provided a lot of information in 

regards to the way that people travel throughout Christianshavn and on Prinsessegade. 

Semi-structured interviews with business owners 
We intended to conduct interviews with businesses to gauge the varying impacts that strategies 

could produce upon the establishments, as well as their interest in collaborating on strategies to remove 

cars from the road. Unfortunately, this approach proved quite unsuccessful. Many smaller, local 

companies had neither time to speak with us nor any interest in collaboration. Holms Bager, a company 

whose manager spoke with us briefly, stated that all employees bike to work and that they would be 

neither interested nor willing to participate in an incentive program. The manager stated that because 

all employees use bicycles rather than passenger cars, they have no need to improve their personal 

transportation. Additionally, we attempted to contact larger companies, including the marketing 
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department of Movia and the Opera House. However, we were unable to reach contacts from either 

organization.  

Surveys with the public 
To learn more about the individuals who travel on Prinsessegade and the surrounding area, we 

conducted surveys with 20 arbitrarily selected pedestrians at the Christianshavn square and along 

Prinsessegade. We received another 40 responses from the survey that was posted online on Miljøpunkt 

Indre By-Ch istia sha s Fa e ook page. Afte  o ga izi g the su e  espo ses a d assessi g the 
overall data, we analyzed the data with respect to the various demographic categories that would most 

likel  i flue e a pa ti ipa t s a s e s to ou  uestio s: he e he/she li es, if he/she has hild e , a d 
his/her primary method of transportation. Of the participants who provided a response to Question 3, 

regarding their location of residence, 77% were residents of Christianshavn and 23% were non-residents 

(n = 56). In addition, of the respondents who answered question 5, which asked if they had children, 

53% had children whereas 47% did not have children (n = 43). 

We identified bicycling as the primary method 

of transportation for travelling in Christianshavn, with 

52% of the 60 individuals whom we surveyed listing it as 

the main transport method in their daily lives (Figure 

23). A chi-square test revealed that local residents and 

non-residents reported bicycling or walking as their 

primary mode of transportation in significantly different 

proportions (residents: 36 out of 43 respondents; non-

eside ts:  out of  espo de ts; χ2=11.7262, df=3, 

p=0.008382).  

Prior to conducting the surveys, we 

hypothesized that a participant with children would be 

more inclined to use private cars over other modes of 

transportation. To test this, we looked at the 

dist i utio  of data elati g a pa ti ipa t s p i a  
mode of transportation and whether or not they have 

children, which can be shown in Figure 24.  After 

performing a chi-square test, we concluded that there 

was no significant relationship between having children 

a d a pa ti ipa t s p i a  ethod of t a spo tatio  
χ2=1.3317, df = 3, p=0.7216). 

Figure 23: Pie chart of transportation use 
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Figure 24: Primary method of transportation while traveling in Christianshavn for participants 

with children and participants without children  

 

When we prompted individuals to explain (in free response) why they prefer a certain method 

of transportation, we received a variety of responses. We tallied the number of times that a participant 

had e tio ed a o ept f o  ou  p edefi ed list efe  to the Su e  a al sis  se tio  i  the Detailed 
Methodology) when explaining why they used a certain mode of transportation. The tallied counts for 

each subject mentioned is shown in Table 8. These counts represent the number of respondents that 

mentioned each of these concepts in their survey answers. From this data, we identified the top three 

o o  fa to s that i flue e a  i di idual s p efe ed ethod of t a el: t a el ti e, o e ie e, a d 
cost. 

 

Table 8: Number of survey responses regarding motivation for mode of transport 

Why do you use this type of transportation? 

Faster 21 

Distance 8 

Environmental Reasons 6 

Convenience 19 

Exercise 9 

Physical ability/limitations 2 

Cost 12 
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 In addition to asking about which modes of transportation were the most common, we also 

used the surveys to ask if participants had experienced traffic congestion on Prinsessegade. A total of 50 

of the 60 survey participants reported that they had experienced congestion on the street. There were 

differences in responses depending on residency status, as 41 (95%) residents reported having 

experienced congestion, but only 7 (54%) non-residents reported having experienced congestion. We 

found that a majority of walkers and bicyclists had experienced traffic congestion on Prinsessegade: 10 

out of 11 walkers and 30 out of 31 bicyclists reported affirmatively. The results of performing a chi-

s ua e test esta lished statisti al elatio ship et ee  a pa ti ipa t s pla e of eside e a d ha i g 
experienced traffic congestion on Prinsessegade (residents: 41 out of 43 respondents, nonresidents: 7 

out of  espo de ts, χ2=14.0417, df=1, p=0.000179). 

For the 50 participants who reported having experienced traffic congestion on Prinsessegade, 

we examined their responses to Question 9 on our survey, which asked which times of the day that they 

were most likely to experience congestion: 18 responses had indicated heavy congestion occurred in the 

early morning (07.00 - 09.00) and 37 responses stated that traffic congestion was the worst in the late 

afternoon (15.00 - 17.00). These peak traffic times coincided with the rush hour time periods that we 

had previously identified in our research. When asked about the impact of traffic congestion on their 

daily commute, 60% of the 60 respondents reported that traffic congestion had a negative impact on 

their commute. 

In order to determine if potential strategies would be well-received by the public, we asked the 

participants to rate potential strategies for reducing traffic congestion on Prinsessegade on a scale from 

 to , he e  i di ates a highl  u desi a le st ateg  a d  i di ates a highl  desi a le st ateg  . 
The average rating and its associated standard error for each strategy is shown in the Figure 25. 

 

 
Figure 25: Average ratings for each potential strategy. Error bars indicate standard error. 

 

The responses collected from our surveys identified strategies that might receive a favorable or 

unfavorable public perception. We asked participants to rate strategies on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (1 

being highly undesirable, 2 being undesirable, 3 being neutral, 4 being desirable, and 5 being highly 

desirable). In our methods, we had designated a scale to determine if a strategy would be considered to 

be well-received by the public: 
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● Negative public opinion - average rating ≤ 2.9 

● Public opinion is neutral - 2.9 < average rating < 3.1 

● Positive public opinion - average rating ≥ 3.1 
 

The highest rated strategy involved providing monetary incentives in order to encourage 

alternative transport, with an average rating of 3.78 ± 0.18 (n = 60). Since this strategy was rated higher 

tha  . , e desig ated it as likel  to e ell- e ei ed  the pu li ,  alo g ith losi g the oad to 
private vehicles, converting the road into a bicycle/pedestrian-only road, improving public 

transportation, and increased policing in low emission zones. The lowest rated strategy, with an average 

rating of 2.38 ± 0.17 (n = 60), was to convert Prinsessegade into a one-way street or have reversible 

lanes. Converting the road to have reversible lanes and road pricing, which were the two strategies with 

average ratings less than 2.9, were considered to have a negative public opinion in our evaluation. 

 We further analyzed this data by looking to see if the average ratings for each strategy for 

Christianshavn residents were significantly different than nonresidents. We calculated the average 

ratings for each strategy in addition to the standard error for both categories, which is shown in Figure 

26.  

 
Figure 26: Average ratings of strategies for residents and nonresidents. Error bars indicate standard error 

bars 

 

For both groups, improving public transport and providing monetary incentives for alternative 

means of travel were determined to have a positive public opinion. In contrast, both groups showed a 

negative public opinion for implementing reversible lanes and road pricing. As a whole, residents had a 

positive opinion regarding the two road closure strategies, either limiting travel to only public buses and 

residents or making the street only accessible to bicyclists and pedestrians, whereas nonresidents had a 

neutral opinion to these strategies. Increased policing for low emission zones had contrasting public 

opinions; residents appeared to favor the strategy whereas non-residents had a negative public opinion. 

Through our visual assessment of the column chart and seeing that there may be significant differences 

et ee  ati gs f o  eside ts a d o eside ts, e h pothesized that that a pa ti ipa t s pla e of 
residency had an influence on their opinion of certain strategies.  We then performed a single factor 
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ANOVA for all strategy with the results in Table 9, finding that there was no statistical relationship 

et ee  a pa ti ipa t s eside  a d thei  opi io  o  the pote tial st ategies.  
 

Table 9: Results from ANOVA for ratings of all strategies between residents and nonresidents 

Strategy 

Sample 

size for 

residents 

Sample size 

for non- 

residents 

Degrees 

of 

Freedom 

(Df) 

Mean 

Square 

(MS) 

F-value p-value 

Statistically 

significant at p 

< 0.05? 

Road closure 43 13 1 5.635 2.615 0.112 No 

Reversible 

lanes/one-way road 
43 13 1 0.0646 0.037 0.848 No 

Bike/pedestrian road 43 13 1 3.458 1.337 0.253 No 

Improve public 

transport 
43 13 1 0.161 0.104 0.749 No 

Monetary incentives 

for alternative 

transport 

43 43 1 0.148 0.077 0.782 No 

Increased policing 43 13 1 2.294 1.058 0.308 No 

Road pricing 34 6 1 1.275 0.513 0.478 No 

 

I  additio  to eside , e also elie ed that a pa ti ipa t s opi io  o  pa ti ula  st ategies 
would be affected by whether or not they have children. To test this hypothesis, we separated the data 

regarding the ratings for strategies into two groups: respondents that had children and respondents that 

did not have children. After calculating the average ratings and standard error for each group, we 

constructed another column graph, shown in Figure 28, to perform a visual assessment for strategies 

that show a potential relationship between having children and how they perceive a particular strategy. 
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Figure 27: Average ratings of strategies for respondents with children and respondents without children. 

Error bars indicate standard error. 

 

 After calculating the average ratings for each group, we determined which strategies have a 

positive opinion or a negative opinion. We found that there was a positive opinion in both groups for 

solutions such as closing the road to allow only public transit and residents, converting the street to a 

bike-only road, improving public transportation, and providing monetary incentives. Regardless of 

whether or not a participant had children, the idea of implementing a reversible lane or making the 

street a one-way road was negatively received. For increased policing on low emission zones and road 

pricing, there were contrasting opinions; these strategies were well-received by respondents with 

children but appeared to be unfavorable to individuals without children. After our visual assessment of 

the column graph, we determined that there may be statistical differences for the rating of strategies 

between those who have children and those who do not. The results from performing an ANOVA for all 

strategies is shown in Table 10. Through our data analysis, we found that the data was not statistically 

different between participants with children and and participants without children for the ratings on 

most strategies. We did, however, find that road pricing and increased policing on low emission zones 

were more favorable to individuals with children than individuals without children. 
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Table 10: Results from ANOVA for ratings of all strategies between participants with children and 

participants without children 

Strategy 

Sample 

size for 

those 

with 

children 

Sample 

size for 

those 

without 

children 

Degrees of 

Freedom 

(Df) 

Mean 

Square 

(MS) 

F-value p-value 

Statistically 

significant at p 

< 0.05? 

Road closure 23 20 1 1.602 0.965 0.331 No 

Reversible 

lanes/one-way road 
23 20 1 0.126 0.080 0.778 No 

Bike/pedestrian road 23 20 1 3.109 1.279 0.265 No 

Improve public 

transport 
23 20 1 1.278 0.882 0.353 No 

Monetary incentives 

for alternative 

transport 

23 20 1 0.262 0.153 0.698 No 

Increased policing 23 20 1 11.120 5.618 0.023 Yes 

Road pricing 20 20 1 13.225 6.088 0.018 Yes 

 

In order to gauge whether or not a knowledge gap about air pollution and traffic exists in 

Christianshavn, we asked survey participants to rate the following statements from 1 (Strongly Disagree) 

to 5 (Strongly Agree) in our surveys: 

 

1. I believe that traffic congestion is a major contributor to air pollution. 

2. Air pollution negatively impacts my health 

 

Ove all, a la ge ajo it  of espo de ts a s e ed st o gl  ag ee  o  ag ee  that ai  pollutio  
egati el  affe ts thei  health. Like ise, a la ge ajo it  of pa ti ipa ts a s e ed st o gl  ag ee  o  
ag ee  that t affi  o gestio  is a ajo  o t i uto  to air pollution. The responses for these two 

survey questions are shown in Figures 28 and 29. 
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Figure 28: Pie chart represe ti g participa ts’ opi io s o  air pollutio  due to traffic co gestio  

 

 
Figure 29: Pie chart represe ti g participa ts’ opi io s on air pollution impacting their health 

Open forum 
A total of seven people attended our open forum, the majority of whom were Christianshavn 

locals. Our scheduled hour proved sufficient for a complete discussion among the Christianshavn 

community members. The forum allowed us to engage with the community on which traffic strategies 

might work most effectively in Christianshavn and which would receive the greatest public support. 

During the open forum, we received various comments from the attendees about both our proposed 

traffic strategies and new ideas to further consider. The comments included both pros and cons of each 

strategy, and attendees discussed the details of their preferred strategies. Figures 30 and 31 respectively 

show our initial presentation at the open forum and the community discussion. 
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Figure 30: Presenting the Prezi 

 

 
Figure 31: Engaging the community through discussion of traffic strategies 

 
 Though the seven individuals who participated in our open forum are unlikely to represent a 

random sample of the neighborhood, the forum provided valuable insight into the thoughts of the 

Christianshavn community regarding our proposed traffic solutions. The discussion also inspired new 

ideas of traffic strategies that could potentially prove effective on Prinsessegade. We used this feedback 

to form our final recommendations about traffic strategies to Miljøpunkt Indre By-Christianshavn. One 

of the main goals we intended to achieve through our open forum was to gauge a broader community 

opinion on our proposed strategies after we had narrowed them down. We were only able to achieve 

this through an open forum, which clearly demonstrated conflicting opinions and encouraged an open 
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discussion where individuals could naturally stimulate the ideas of their peers. Additionally, we wanted 

to identify what other strategies the Christianshavn community had considered, as the bus gate is the 

only strategy we had found significant information on through our other methods. In analyzing our data, 

we noticed that stricter policy engaged the conversation and provided more feedback than the other 

three solution groups and that community outreach provided the least amount of feedback. The 

esea h uestio  that the ope  fo u  a s e ed as What does the Ch istia sha n community think 

of ou  p oposed solutio s?  This uestio  as a s e ed  fo u s p o ided i fo atio  o  oad 
closure, stricter policy, alternate transport, and community outreach. The results of this analysis are 

exhibited below in Table 11. 

Table 11: Summary and analysis of open forum 

Road Closure Stricter Policy 

Positive Feedback Negative Feedback Positive Feedback Negative Feedback 

● Introduce the bus gate 

before the canal 

● Would force people to 

use the alternate route 

● Government 

removed the bus 

gate and is not in 

favor of it 

● Closing the road 

entirely restricts 

access to residents 

● Road closure might 

result in the need 

for a bridge to 

northern 

Christianshavn 

● Environmental zones 

should only allow Euro 6 

standards 

● The environmental zone 

might work from 

Torvegade to canal 

● Restrict vehicles that 

are non-electric from 

the street at various 

times  

● Prevent buses and 

trucks from idling 

● It might be harder to 

make more car 

restrictions due to the 

new developments 

● Low emission zones need 

to be passed by 

Parliament 

 

Alternate Transport Community Outreach 

Positive Feedback Negative Feedback Positive Feedback Negative Feedback 

● Focus on green 

mobility (walking,  

buses, biking) 

● Incentivization for 

people who let others 

borrow their 

car/carshare programs 

● Bonus for getting rid of 

your car and switching 

to alternate transport 

N/A ● TV ads and public 

service announcements 

(PSAs) could be used 

● It will work if people 

have a will to learn 

about the issue of traffic 

and air pollution 

● Education might not be 

the best or easiest way 

to make people change 

their behavior 
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Discussion of Strategies 
 

After we collected data from our observation, surveys, interviews, and open forum, we 

synthesized the following assessments for each strategy. Table 12 is a summary of our process of 

assessment for each strategy, including a short discussion of each strategy, which links our above 

findings with our final recommendations. Following the table is a more detailed analysis of each of our 

proposed strategies. 

Table 12: Summary of Elimination of Strategies 

Solution 

Objective 

1: 

technical 

evaluatio

n 

Objective 2: 

evaluation 

of public 

and expert 

opinion 

Discussion Outcome 

Green Wave ✘ - There is a lack of need for traffic management. Eliminated 

Road Closure ✓ ✓ 

We observed considerable foot and bike traffic as well as 

support from residents. We also identified a viable alternate 

route for through traffic.  

Potential 

solution 

Improving public 

transport 
✓ ✘ 

Interviewees did not see a necessity and it was not feasible to 

implement. 
Eliminated 

Incentivizing 

alternate modes of 

transport 

✓ ✓ 

Many survey participants expressed interest in cheaper forms 

of public transit, and the existing bike culture could be 

encouraged further.  

Potential 

solution 

Reversible lanes ✓ ✘ 
Interviewees were confused by the concept, and there is a lack 

of a need for traffic management. 
Eliminated 

Education ✓ ✓ 

After surveys, shifted more toward campaigning and public 

outreach. Would complement other strategies to encourage  

improved habits and less car use. 

Potential 

solution 

Stricter policies 

regarding air 

pollution 

✓ ✓ 

Open forum revealed that there are many possibilities for 

different forms of policy that could be effective on 

Prinsessegade, however it will require more support from the 

Danish government. 

Potential 

solution 

Road pricing ✓ ✓ 

Another form of stricter policy, which has seen success in other 

cities such as London. Researcher Press-Kristensen estimates it 

would provide a significant drop in road traffic. However, it will 

also require more support from the government.  

Potential 

solution 
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1. Green Wave 

The Green Wave initiative is used for large volumes of traffic. This initiative times traffic light 

cycles to allow multiple cars in one direction through several intersections in a row without being 

stopped by a red light. Prinsessegade has three intersections, but since the traffic on Prinsessegade does 

not significantly accumulate between multiple traffic lights, the Green Wave would not affect the traffic 

on the street with a meaningful impact. For this reason, after our observations, we eliminated the Green 

Wave initiative as a possible traffic strategy for Prinsessegade. 

 

2. Road closure 

Closing Prinsessegade to all traffic except bicycles and pedestrians (a bicycle road) or residents 

and public transportation (a bus gate road) would prove an effective way to remove a large number of 

private cars from the street. This strategy passed the informal observation method and received 

consideration in our survey. Once we established the existence of a considerable amount of foot and 

bike traffic on this road, we felt that it would be reasonable to close it to through traffic or to cars 

entirely. This strategy gathered the strongest support from parents with children, as fewer cars on the 

road would provide more safety to their children. However, the majority of survey participants, 

including parents, bicyclists, and pedestrians, considered closing the road a favorable strategy. However, 

a road closure strategy for Prinsessegade would have significant drawbacks, specifically regarding the 

need for an emergency vehicle route and the existence of alternative routes for through traffic to reach 

the northern end of Christianshavn. Although road closure contained flaws, we continued to survey the 

community on the strategy and included it in our open forum discussion. In the open forum, our 

attendees provided more information on where the bus gate was previously located and suggested 

o i g it lose  to To egade to o e p ope l  add ess the st eet s t affic buildup, as shown in Figure 

32. They also indicated a sufficient alternative route (Kløvermarksvej) around Christianshavn, which 

would still allow vehicles to easily access northern Amager if Prinsessegade closes.  
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Figure 32: Christianshavn map with bus gate locations (Google Maps, 2017) 

 

3. Improving public transportation options 

 Based on our observations of Christianshavn, we believed a lack of public transportation to 

o the  A age  o t i uted to P i sessegade s t affi  issues, ith o l  the A us a d the ha o  us 
serving as public transportation options to reach the area. Of the two, the 9A bus is more frequently 

utilized to reach northern Christianshavn. We believed that the idea of a new Metro or train station for 

northern Christianshavn would pique the interest of the public, so we added this consideration for our 

public surveys. Interestingly, our survey participants generally reported that they are content with the 

current public transportation infrastructure. In addition, our interview with a Movia representative 

revealed that the only current plan to improve public transportation in Christianshavn is an extension of 

the 9A bus line into northern Amager to account for the new developments in the area; the 

representative also emphasized the high expense of constructing a new train or Metro station in the 

area. Based on this feedback, improvements to the public transportation options in Christianshavn are 

most likely infeasible and unnecessary at this time. However, as we conducted surveys primarily in 

southern Christianshavn, we could not predict whether commuters travelling to northern Amager would 

provide contradicting feedback. In addition, we cannot anticipate the degree to which the developments 

in northern Amager may create an increased need for public transit, and how opinions of transportation 

options will change as this area becomes more populated. We proceeded to present this information at 

the open forum. However, the conversation generally focused on creating greener transport options 

such as electric buses, and as such this topic received limited discussion time and lacked further input. 
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4. Incentivizing alternative modes of transportation 

The focus of our traffic strategies was to reduce the number of cars using Prinsessegade and 

encourage users of the road to seek alternative modes of transportation, such as public transportation, 

bicycling, and walking. Our informal observations have exposed an existing bike culture in 

Christianshavn, especially with the new pedestrian and bicycle bridge that connects Nyhavn and Paper 

Island. For this reason, we believed that it is possible to encourage more people in the area to use 

alternative modes of transport. We considered this strategy further in our surveys of local residents of 

Christianshavn. Additionally, our survey results revealed that many people would like to make public 

transportation cheaper, and doing so might encourage them to use public transportation more often.  

There is also the possibility of incentivizing people who normally bicycle to use public 

transportation rather than a private car when their bicycle is in the repair shop or if they chose not to 

use their bicycle for other reasons (e.g weather, distance, etc). For example, bicyclers could receive a 

free or reduced public transportation pass when their bicycle needs repairs. Another possibility would 

be to work with businesses, targeting Christianshavn companies who can provide incentives for their 

employees to bike or take public transport to work. Similar programs exist in Nashville, TN, Seattle, 

Washington, and Austin, Texas (University of Wisconsin, 2014). We considered this strategy for our open 

forum but the conversation focused more on other topics rather than incentives for transit. 

 

5. Reversible lanes 

 In order to mitigate traffic congestion, reversible lanes require a large unidirectional stream of 

traffic during certain times of the day. The bus traffic data from Movia does not show a significant 

difference between the number of bus commuters traveling north as compared to south on the road 

during both rush hours, as detailed in Table 2 in the semi-structured interview section with a Movia 

representative. While this data is only provided for bus passengers, we have no reason to assume the 

pattern would deviate for private cars. We also witnessed a roughly equal number of cars travelling in 

each direction on Prinsessegade during our informal observations. Additionally, the road only has two 

lanes, one in each direction. This increases the logistical challenge of implementing reversible lanes, 

which are more often applied to much larger roads with numerous lanes. Although our observations 

exposed multiple drawbacks to this strategy, we nonetheless included it for our interviews and surveys 

to gain more information about public opinion and expert insights.  From our survey results, many 

participants deemed a reversible lane road as confusing and likely to cause more accidents without 

significantly relieving traffic congestion. As such, we eliminated reversible lanes as one of the proposed 

traffic solutions for our open forum.  

 

6. Public Outreach and Campaigning  

We asked interviewees two air pollution and traffic-related questions in order to gauge their 

knowledge on the dangers of air pollution and measures of preventing it. We believed that better public 

knowledge about the damaging effects of air pollution could potentially convince and motivate 

individuals to seek alternative modes of transportation. However, after conducting our surveys, no 

significant knowledge gap about air pollution and traffic congestion appeared. We still introduced this 

strategy in our open forum after analyzing our surveys to confirm our initial conclusion, and skepticism 
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a ose du i g the p o eedi gs ega di g the st ateg s effe ti e ess as a  i depe de t st ateg  to t affi  
congestion. The open forum discussions concluded that community outreach and campaigns would 

provide a better approach to what we had originally categorized as education. Increasing awareness of 

the problems caused by traffic congestion as well as any strategies proposed to improve the problem 

would be the most effective form of engagement with the community.  

 

7. Road pricing 

Our research pointed out that toll roads may require sufficient space for a toll booth (Santos et 

al., 2006) and our observations of the infrastructure revealed the narrow width of Prinsessegade. While 

the limited space renders the construction of full toll booths impossible, different types of toll roads 

could potentially work effectively on Prinsessegade, such as the London strategy where cars entering 

the tolled zones are tracked with cameras and then later charged (Santos et al., 2006). Since methods to 

implement tolls exist without requiring toll booths, we did not eliminate road pricing as an option and 

included it in surveys and interviews. However, from expert interviews, we learned that past political 

backlash against road pricing in Copenhagen will likely increase Parlia e t s ese atio s a out passi g 
this st ateg . U fo tu atel , ou  ope  fo u  the o e satio  la gel  e te ed o  ou  st i te  poli ies  
strategy, and road pricing therefore did not receive as much positive feedback as other policing 

strategies.  

 

8. Stricter policies regarding air pollution 

 Copenhagen currently only enforces low emission zones for large diesel trucks and buses, 

e ui i g all of these ehi les to o pl  ith Eu o  sta da ds, as des i ed i  The p o le  ith ai  
pollution in Copenhagen  se tio  of the supple e tal a kg ou d. Ho e e , passe ge  ehi les ha e 
no such obligations to comply with the same regulations. One potential traffic strategy to mitigate air 

pollution is to expand the traffic zone regulations to include passenger cars. Adding passenger cars to 

the regulations would discourage more people from driving into the city center, therefore eliminating 

the traffic on Prinsessegade. While we could not assess this strategy based exclusively on informal 

observations, we included this strategy for review in our surveys and interviews. We learned from 

expert interviews that the Danish Parliament is not in favor of stricter low emission zones and that this 

type of legislature is unlikely to pass in Copenhagen for the foreseeable future. We also discussed this 

strategy at our open forum, where the attending citizens responded well to the idea and suggested 

other, non-traditional versions of the policy to consider. For instance, one proposed alternative involves 

creating a limited traffic zone specifically for heavy vehicles (e.g., large trucks), allowing only electric 

delivery trucks on Prinsessegade during certain hours.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Interview Transcripts  
 

Anja Clausen (A) Interview 

April 4, 2017 – 20.00 

Attendees: Emily Matsco (E), Yao Long (Y) 

 

Research Questions: 

1. What do the locals think is the biggest problem regarding the traffic on Prinsessegade? 

2.  Have the previously attempted congestion mitigation strategies (bus gate) reduced 

P i sessegade s dail  t affi  o gestio ? 

3.  What is the community willing to do to solve this problem/ what would the community be in 

support of? 

  

A       Det  A ja? 

E       Hi, Ms. Clausen? 

A       Yes! Hello! 

E       Hello, this is E il . I e ailed ou a out ou  p oje t; e e the stude ts f o  the U.S. 
A       Yes. 

E       So I was just wondering if you had a couple minutes to answer some questions and if you were 

okay with recording this phone call so we could use some of this information in our final report. 

A       Yes. I  ot that good at E glish, ut I ll t   est. 
E       Okay, thank you so much! So, just to go over, our project is on road congestion – too many cars 

on the same road at the same time – a d e e o ki g ith Miljøpu kt I d e-By, the environmental 

group in the area, to try to come up with solutions to mitigate some of this traffic congestion on 

Prinsessegade specifically. 

A       Yes. 

E       So, some of the things we have been researching have been the health effects attached to air 

pollution and the air pollution that is caused by this type of traffic congestion and so many cars being on 

the road at the same time. So, just a couple of the questions we have [are] specifically about the school 

because we have researched that children can be more susceptible to the health effects due to air 

pollution, and that that can affect them a little bit more.  So, is this a concern of the school board and 

school community, all of the traffic that uses the road? 

A       Are we concerned about the pollution? 

E       The pollution and just the traffic in general; how many cars use Prinsessegade. 

A       Yes, we are concerned about it. 

[adjust phone to improve connection and speak more slowly] 
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E       So, for parents dropping off their children at school, do you think they usually use cars or more 

bikes and walking to get their children to school? 

A       Yes, they are [biking/walki g]. But it s also e ause it s eall  ha d to fi d a pa ki g spa e a ou d 
the school, so mostly the parents are biking or walking here. 

E       Okay. And then, do you think that the congestion – the cars – make it unsafe for kids walking 

around near the school? Is that a concern? 

A       Yeah, it s a e  ig o e . 
E       Oka . A d the , e e also ee  esea hi g so e past solutio  to all of the a s, a d e fou d 
some information about a bus gate that was removed last March, I believe. And before that, only buses 

and residents could get through, but that ended. What were your thoughts on the bus gate removal? 

Did you think it was a good thing or a bad thing? 

A       Oh, it s a e  ad thi g! 
E       [laughs] Any specific reason you thought it was a bad thing? 

A       Yes, it s a ad thi g e ause the e a e o e a s i  P i sessegade o , so the e s o e 
pollutio  a d o e t affi . A d it s o e da ge ous fo  the kids to alk. 
E       Other things we were wondering [were if] parents or the school board would consider 

pa ti ipati g i  e e ts su h as Bike You  Kids to S hool Da  o  so e othe  e e t. We k o  that the 
o ga izatio  that e e o ki g ith spo so ed so e Ca  F ee Da s, if that is so ethi g the s hool 
board would be interested in participating in, possibly in the future. 

A       Yes, yes. Yes we would. 

E       Okay. And we have researched other solutions, more long-term solutions to how many cars use 

the st eet. So e of the thi gs e e o e up ith [a e] i e ti es fo  pu li  t a spo t, o  just improving 

public transport in that area. Do you think that would be a good solution/ 

A       Say it again, sorry? 

E       No worries. Just improved public transport or even providing some rewards for people who use 

public transportation a lot. Do you think that would be a successful solution in this area to getting 

people to stop using cars so much? 

A       That could be a perfectly good solution. 

E       Yeah. And another thing we researched was converting the road to a pedestrian or bike road, or 

even possibly charging people to use the road. How do you feel about either of those solutions, having 

people pay to use Prinsessegade or just having pedestrians and bikes allowed on the road? 

A       Charging people, I think it would be very difficult to do. That would be a new thing in Denmark 

a d I do t thi k the e ould e [ u h suppo t fo  it]. 
E       Yeah. 

A       Yeah, e ould t  it! [laughs] But I do t thi k it ould e p efe a le. But it s a good idea! 
E        Okay. I think those were all of our questions. Do you have any other contacts, possibly within 

the local community or the school board that you think might be useful for us to reach out to about 

this? 

A       Yeah. Can I send you them via email? 

E       Yes! 

A       I ll se d ou the a e and the phone number. 

E       That would be perfect! 
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A       Yup! I will do that. 

E       Great. Thank you so much! 

A       Yes. Thanks for calling, and good luck! 

E       Yeah, we really appreciate your time. 

A       Okay. Thank you! 

E       Bye! 

 

Erling Ekegren (EE) Interview 

March 22, 2017 – 14.00 

Attendees: Nicole Luiz (NL), Emilee Gancarz (EG), Emily Matsco (EM), Yao Long (YL), Ian Vossoughi (IV) 

 

Research Questions: 

1. What do the locals think is the biggest problem regarding the traffic on Prinsessegade? 

2.  Have the previously attempted congestion mitigation strategies (bus gate) been successful? 

3. What challenges does the local committee face when suggesting solutions? 

  

NL   …Just to ake su e e do 't iss a thi g [laugh] 
EM  Yup. So, Marianne told us you were a part of the local committee in the area? 

EE   Sorry? 

EM  Do you work with the local committee in the area? 

EE   Yeah. 

EM  Yeah, a d just ki d of hat ou  ole is i  that g oup, a d hat ou e do e i  [u i telligi le] 
EE   It s di ided i  o ki g groups, and we have one working group on the committee working on 

town planning, traffic, and the harbor. 

NL   Okay. 

EE   A d I  hai a  of that g oup. 
EM  Okay, great. And then, how does the committee work with the community and are the general 

residents of the area involved a lot in that planning? 

EE   Yeah, eah. It s o l  lo als li i g i  Ch istia sha . 
EM  Okay.  And then you live in the area? 

EE   Yeah. 

EM  Oka . That s good to k o . A d the , she – Marianne – also talked about a website that might 

be a good way to get a survey out to people in the area, to gauge how they are using Prinsessegade. 

EE   Yeah, we do. A panel, you know? 

EM  Yeah. 

EE   Yeah. So we make a lot of surveys about different subjects. 

EM  Okay. Is there any way we would potentially be able post a survey on that website? 

EE   I  ot su e, I  ot su e. Be ause ou k o  it osts o e . 
All    Oh. 

NL   No, oka , that s o pletel  fi e. 
EE   A d I  ot uite su e. We do t ha e that su je t at the o e t. It s ot a  issue at the 
moment, Prinsessegade. 
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EM  Okay. 

EE   But maybe it will be, you never know, because next week, on this Friday, the Municipality of 

Copenhagen, will have a big [analysis] about the traffic problems on this part of Christianshavn, on 

Prinsessegade, and they will congregate on this Friday. So we will gather from Friday and have a meeting 

on Monday to have a discussion [of] what we will do about it. And maybe we will do something about it 

involving much more people. Get the answer, so it has to be discussed, I think on this Friday we will 

?know it?, on Wednesday next week, not this week but next week, there will be a meeting in the 

Mu i ipalit  to ha e a dis ussio  o  that o e. But I do t thi k the  ill ake a  de isio s; it s just 
another discussion on the background of it. 

NL   Right, ight. It s just a dis ussio . 
EE   So e e uite i te ested i  hat ill happe , hat ill e i  it. 
EM  [laugh] Will those e pu li l  eleased, o …? 

EE   Yeah, you can get it. 

EM  Okay, that would be wonderful. 

EE   But it is in Danish. 

EM  Oh yeah, we could translate it. 

NL   Yeah, we got resources. 

EE   Oh yeah, very nice. You can do that. You can just ask Marianne where to get it. She will know 

exactly where to get it on the internet. It will be on the internet on Friday. 

EM  Oka . Wo de ful, that s eall  good to k o . 
NL   Do you have anything else? 

EM  No, I think that was it to start. 

NL   Okay. So, we were also wondering about how, like your opinion on how the traffic congestion is 

on the street. I know you said you have that meeting, but do you have any thoughts on what the main 

sou e of the p o le  is? We k o  the e s a lot of s hools i  the a eas, also a lot of e e ts that a e 
happening, and what is causing the buildup on the road itself? 

EE   Reall , the e s a lot of problems. 

NL   [laugh] 

EE   So, e e thi g is o g. That s so ethi g. 
NL   [laugh] 

EE   Because also Christiania, and the schools, and the tourists, and the tourist buses, and the taxis, 

everything! Pollution, too much traffic, and the schools, and the [u i telligi le]… e e thi g is o g. 
All    [laugh] 

EE   But e do t k o  ho  to ake a solutio . 
NL   Right. 

EE   Be ause the e s o l  o e st eet, a d that s that st eet goi g out the e. A d the e goi g to 
develop a lot of new activities out on the side of Ch istia ia, hat e all Hol e . That s the e t pa t. 
That would be in a lot of development in 2021, 22, and we know plans and things are going very fast 

now. So there will be much more traffic. And what do we have to do? So we had some ideas about 

shuttling ferries in the harbor. 

NL   We e i te ested i  that, eah. 
EE   We have asked about that. And also, a tunnel, maybe, maybe have some more bridges? 
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NL   Yeah, to the island. 

EE   From the outside, you know, from the inner part of Copenhagen to this part of 

NL    Christianshavn. 

EE    Yeah, eah. Ma e. But e ha e t a aged to suggest this et. Be ause it ill e e  
important in 4 years from now, but you know the plans. 

NL    Yes. 

EE    So we have to work on that stuff. 

NL    Right. Does it appear that a lot of the people living in this area have a private vehicle? 

EE    So e ha e. But the e s a lot of i les. People go o  i les a d ou see it e e he e. Ma  
people have a car ?to spend much more? a smaller car. 

NL    Right. 

EE    Maybe the  go to… espe iall  fa ilies ith hild e . Be ause the  a t to take thei  hild e  to 
ki de ga te , a d a e to s hools, a d the  he  the e ti ed. 
NL    Mm-hm. 

EE    Because some of the families are living quite some kilometers away from the inner part of 

Christianshavn. On the far northern part of the island. 

NL    Okay. 

EE    So that s a easo  to u  the , because public transportation is really bad to go to the school, 

go to the theater. 

NL    Yeah, e oti ed that. It s e  li ited i  this area. 

EE    It s eall  li ited. You a  go  Met o, ut if ou do t li e ea  the Met o statio , hat to do? 
Espe iall  he  it s old, a d i d , a d s o , a d ou k o ? 

NL    Yeah. Do they have any ideas of adding any more public transportation and any plans for that? 

EE    Yeah, we had some plans for some small buses, you know, instead going different ways. But 

that s o l  o e us o . But the espo ses goi g f o  fi st of Ap il, e a aged to get hi  to go 
directly to those areas where people live, whe e the fa ilies li e. The  did t do that efo e, the  
stopped by the Opera before. And know from the first of April, you can go up. 

NL    This is the 9A, right? 

EE    9A, yeah. It could get a new name. 

NL    Okay. Interesting, interesting. 

EE    It s so it can go to the kindergarten with the bus, and they can go to the school, and they can go 

to the Metro station, with the bus. 

EM   And we did read the road closing 

NL    Yeah, we know that the road had closed in the past. It was closed to just the buses. 

EE    Yeah yeah, it was for the buses. 

NL    Do you have any more information on what happened there and how come it reopened? 

EE    The  eope ed it, ?a d? the e s a lot of u o s, ou k o . 
NL    [laugh] 

EE    But o od  has a … 

EM   [unintelligible] 

EE    No, the  said that it as [u i telligi le]… it as so e ki d of ... deal. 

NL    [laugh] 
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EE    Bet ee  the politi ia s. But the  do t tell us. 
NL    Well, when the road was closed, were people in Christianshavn,  were they happy about that? 

EE    They e e happ  a out that. But the e e e still a lot of p o le s. It did t sol e ALL thei  
problems. 

NL    Right. 

IV     Yeah. 

NL    What sort of problems did you still face? 

EE    As I told ou, ith the uses a d people goi g to u  hashes a d the e d iving, and parking in 

front of Christiania. Taxis going there. 

NL    So even when the road was closed, they could still access that part of it? 

EE    Yeah eah, that as o p o le . It s the sa e. It did t i flue e that o e. But it i flue ed, 
you know, we have the schools further out? The architect school for example. A lot of young people 

they have further out there, in order to have them. And the area with a lot of music and entertainment, 

alled Refshale ej fu the  out. A d o od  li es the e, it s o ly for a period, you know, you can use the 

old buildings for many kinds of activities. And those people and people going to the opera, they had to 

go in another way by car. But they could go by bus or by bicycle. And people start to go to the opera by 

bicycle instead of by car. 

NL    That s good. 
EE    So, I do t thi k it ould ha ge a lot. But still, e a ted to ha e it losed agai . But ou k o , 

e do t k o  hat ki d of deal it is. 
NL    Right. 

EM   And then, some of the solutions we talked about as a group after researching, we talked about 

road tolls, congestion charging, things like that. Kind of being stricter with the Low Emission Zones. Also, 

the g ee  a e, ith the t affi  lights? I did t k o  if the e e e a lot of t affi  lights o  P i sessegade. 

We were going to go kind of look there afterward also. But if the traffic patterns could somehow allow 

fo  o e t affi  to go th ough at o e so it does t get a ked up? We do t k o  if ou had a  
opinions about that, or if the local committee talked about that type of thing before. 

EE    A lot of times. 

EM   Yeah. [All laugh] That s hat I figu ed. 
EE    You k o , the e s so e people o e a ti e i  this field tha  I a . Fo  e a ple, the s hool 
board. It could be a very good idea to talk to them. A d also the e is a  o ga izatio  alled The 
Neigh o s of Ch istia ia.  A d o e ho s o e a ti e is the hai a  of the lo al spo ts lu  fo  
Ch istia sha s ? iddle? s hool, a d he is alled Da  So e se , he s a e  i e gu . A d he s e  
active in that a o d, e ause the spo ts lu  is e  lose to that o e  of Ch istia ia, CIK it s alled. 
EM   Yeah, we saw that when Marianne came. 

EE    So, he ould e e  i e e ause the e o e a ti e a d k o  all a out hat the e t ied a d 
discussed with the police. A d o e of the p o le s is that the poli e a t to go e  fast, so the  do t 

a t to ake too u h… hat do ou all… a ie s o  the oad. Be ause ou k o  that ould e a 
really strong struggle with the police, or fights with the police about all this money connected to the 

[unintelligible] blocks. 

NL    So the police want access to make sure they can get in and out quickly? 

EE    Quickly, yeah. 
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NL    Okay. 

EE    That is one of the problems. 

NL    One of the many. [laughs] 

EE    Yeah. And then he tried to make the taxis to stop in a special place outside Christiania, so they 

do t sta d i  the iddle of the oad a d lo k the st eet of P i sessegade, ut the  do t do it! No, a d 
we say the police come and give them a bill, but 5 minutes after there will be somebody else. Because 

the e s so u h o e  i  this d ug deali g, a d the ta is get a lot of o e  fo  t a spo tatio  of the 
drugs. All day long. 

EM   And do you think the general public understands the severe health effects that traffic creates? 

EE    Really, they do. They do. They do. 

EM   The  just do t a e? 

EE    A d also the e a a e of the p o le  of To egade s iggest pollutio  p o le . O  the ai  
st eet. A d the e s a pla  to ake a e o atio  of that st eet. 
NL    In what ways? 

EE    Only to make it more convenient for bicycles and pedestrians and to put the buses in the 

middle. 

NL    Hmm. 

EE    And only have a few cars to go. Very difficult for the cars to go through. We think it was a good 

idea to take money to drive on Torvegade over from Amager, maybe. Get them out of the way. But 

the e s a lo g dis ussio  o  ho  e a  do that. 
All     Right. 

EE    We do t ha e a  talk e ause the go e e t is agai st it. The e ot allo ed to ake the 
car drivers and cars pay for dri i g i  the it . You ould ake a… hat do ou all it i  E glish? 

NL    A zo e?  

EE    A zone, and you have to pay to drive into that zone. They do it in Stockholm, they do it in many 

other places. 

IV     Yeah, we read about that. 

EE    But they will not do it, not allowed [in Copenhagen]. We have a very little government, and they 

will do everything for the cars. 

NL    The  do t a t to do a  tolls o  oad p i i g? 

EE    No road pricing. 

NL    Interesting. 

EM   That s eall  good to k o . 
EE    And that s a go e e t de isio . It s ot the lo al. It s the atio  a gu e t. 
IV     And the local has no power over that? 

EE    No no. 

NL    [laughs] 

EE    You k o , ost of the people i  go e e t o  i  Pa lia e t a e people ele ted i  Jutla d. It s 
not fro  Zeala d, [it s] f o  the ai la d. 

NL    Oh. 
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EE    Because we have this kind of system. All parts of the country should elect some mandates to 

Pa lia e t, so that s the easo  that e all it the Pa t  of the Juts – people from Jutland. And they 

decide they want cars, motorways. 

IV     Hmm. 

NL    So do you think that a method that could potentially help is just trying to incentivize people to 

use public transit more? Or maybe just bike more in this area? How could we convince people not to 

have a private vehicle? 

EE    Yeah, I k o  that. [laughs] You k o , the e so i te ested i  goi g  i le. E e od  does, 
a d e d like e  u h to ake ette  o ditio s fo  iki g. As pa t of the e a ple e also ha e 
problems with parking with the bicycles. You go out here and see everywhere you can find bicycles in 

the streets, and ou a t ea l  pass e ause the e s ikes e e he e. Espe iall  if ou e 
ha di apped o  if ou ha e a hild, he e a  ou go? Be ause the e s i les e e he e. That s a 
problem. But you have to find out where to put them. New areas for it. They have done it very well in 

one of the Metro stations, Nørreport. Maybe you have seen it. 

NL    Yeah. 

EE    It s uite i e.  But ou k o , it s a s all a ea he e. Ma e e should ha e pla s to do it over 

there. We would like them to get away from the streets, get away so we can park. Because people just 

th o  the  e e he e! People o  i les a  just alk a e  ete s, that s e ough fo  the ! 
[laughs] Ask them to walk 50 meters and they get angry. 

All     [laughs] 

EE    That s too u h! 
NL    Too funny. 

EE    It s eall , REALLY az . 
NL    Well, we were wondering, I know you said you had some more contacts, maybe some other 

people we could talk to, even in the local committee, too. 

EE    Yeah, and also in the local committee, you know, the director of the Cycling Foundation of the 

hole ou t , he s also i  the lo al o ittee. 
NL    Oh, eall ? What s his a e? 

EE    And his name is Jens Loft Rasmussen. 

NL    [laughs] 

EE    You should talk to him too, that would be nice. 

YL     Could you repeat that? 

NL    [laughs] Could you spell his last name? 

YL     Yeah. 

EE    [U aps pe ] I thi k, as a  e a ple, the  a e good people. [ ites Je s Loft Ras usse  o  
paper] Jens. Loft. Rasmussen. 

YL     Oh! 

EE    A d, Da  So e se  f o  the lo al spo ts lu . Be ause he s e  a ti e. [ ites a e o  pape ] 
Fo  the Neigh o s of Ch istia ia… [ ites Julius Lu d  o  pape ] 
YL     Oh, Julius Lund! 

EE    Yeah. I thi k the e good. A d also, e ha e a other [administrator]. She has been working on 

that topic for 20 years, at least! 
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All     Wow. 

EE    Jane Lythhans. [writes name on paper] [Caps pen] Very good names for you. You can have a talk 

with them. And they can tell you more specifics and more details about the problems of Prinsessegade. 

NL    And is there any way, I know we talked potentially about the survey and the website. How else 

would we figure out more information about how to get questions to the general public of 

Christianshavn? 

EE    Just walk in the streets! 

All     [laughs] 

EM   Do you think people would respond well? 

EE    Yeah, the  ould! The e e  i e. Be ause so e stude ts f o  a othe  u i e sit , ot a 
Da ish u i e sit , ade a ig su e , What Do People Wa t o  this Lo al Co u it ,  a out 
development on one of the islands. So they were just taking a wagon, and put it out here. They were 

standing here and stopping people and made a survey, and they answered them. 

NL    And it worked well? 

EE    It worked very well. 

NL    Okay. 

EE    People are very open, and a lot of people speak English. 

NL    Good, good. We were wanting to do some street surveys. 

EE    You a  do e  good o  st eets. It s est to do it o  st eets, I thi k. A d the , the s hool oa d, 
I did t e tio . I do t know the name of the school board. And also, for the high school board. The 

high s hool head aste ; the e s o oa d i  the high s hool. But the e s a pa e t oa d i  the p i a  
school. And they also are a neighbor to Prinsessegade. And you can see all the high school students. 

They are not allowed to smoke outside, so they are just standing outside, hundreds of them, on their 

eak, a d… [ otio s ith a  ai  iga ette ] ha i g a iga ette i  the st eet. 
All     [laughs] 

EE    And you can see all their bikes standing on the fence of the church. It s ea l  i possi le to alk 
through, because they put all their bikes there. 

NL    True. 

EE    So they go on bike. 

NL    So they need more bike parking too? 

EE    Yeah, yeah, we need it also, bike parking. 

NL    Do you think if Prinsessegade itself were made into a bike/pedestrian road, or something along 

those li es…? 

EE    Yeah, someday it will be. 

NL    [laughs] 

EE    We ha e ee  o ki g fo  that. So e of those people a e still a ti e he e. I ha e t ee  living 

here for so many years, but some of them have been living for more than 20 years, or their whole life. 

And they have been working on those plans for at least 20, maybe 25 years. And they think nothing will 

happen. But you know, small steps. 

NL    Yes, of course. 

EE    It s ot too eas . 
NL    A solutel … all ight. So do ou gu s ha e a  thoughts f o  thi gs e hea d; a  uestio s? 
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All     … o, othi g eall . 
EE    But the e s o oto ikes a d o s oote s. Nea l , ea l ! The eathe s just too old. 

NL    Yes! [laughs] It s old ight o . 
EE    [laughs] A little warm one day, and then ice! 

NL    Yeah, the weather changes a lot. It was raining what, 15 minutes ago? 

EE    Two minutes ago. 

NL    A d o  it s su  agai ! [laughs] …Oh, I a tuall  do have— 

EE    It could be very interesting to see what could be the results of your work, if you have ANY good 

ideas, it could be very nice. 

NL    Yeah, e ll ha e so e ti e to thi k a out it. 
EE    Yeah, you have to think about it. 

NL    One other question I had. We found on the website that there was a study/focus group done in 

2013 with residents and different ideas about how to calm the traffic on Prinsessegade. And there were 

some different ideas about potentially closing different side streets. Do you know if anything came of 

that particular study? 

EE    You k o … that eated so e ideas. For example on the traffic lights in the middle of the 

st eets o . You k o ,  the o e  of Ch istia ia. That s e  e . That as o e of the ideas. 
NL    Okay. 

EE    A d the e s also a  idea to stop t affi  f o  goi g past the hu h. So when you go from here 

[To egade] to P i sessegade, ou e ot allo ed to go left to go eside the hu h. Or if you come from 

outside Christiania, and you want to turn beside the church. One of the reasons we stopped that was 

because some of the drug dealing, which was happening in Christiania, they were driving very fast from 

Christiania. Before they get to Torvegade, on Prinsessegade, they turn to the right. And then they went 

nearly down to what we call Strandgade and then turn to the left. So it was kind of a shock for them, and 

they were driving fast. 

NL    And so that has been stopped? 

EE    That was the reason why it was shut down there. So the e ot allo ed to d i e th ough there. 

Now we have to [teach] the people on bicycles not to go out to Torvegade when they go from 

Prinsessegade. The best for them is really to turn right at the church and then continue over the small 

bridge and down to the next street called Strandgade, and then turn to the left by the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs. That could be a good idea instead of going out here. 

NL    There is, I saw a bike bridge. 

EE    That s a ho i le pla e o e  the e. 
NL    Right, on the bridge. 

EE    But the  do t do it. I do t k o  h . The e should e so e sig , Bi les, please go to the 
ight he e, if ou go to the I e  Cit .  That ould e a good idea fo  ou, ut it s o pli ated. S all 

things. 

NL    Just t i g to e oute the , so the e ot t i g to i te upt? 

EE    Yeah. A d the  the  ill do it, I thi k. The  used to go this di e tio  a d I as like, Oka !  

NL    [laughs] 

EE    You a  it s like, ed flags. You k o , it s just sitti g he e a d a e thi ki g. A d I thi k… fo  those 
meetings, there must be some notes somewhere in our [unintelligible] there must be something. 
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All     [laughs] 

NL    We fou d pa t of that stud . I elie e that s hat ou e talki g a out. 
EE    Yeah, so e of the ideas the e. It s ot too eas  to ha e good ideas. 
EM   No, it s ot! 
EE    Not so easy. And also we want to put cars into Christiania, make a parking spot.  On the farthest 

o e  of P i sessegade, e ause it s ot o ed  Ch istia ia; it s the o l  pla e the  do t o  
the sel es. It s u   the Mu i ipalit  of Cope hage . But the e ot i te ested e ause so e people 
have moved into the area, built small homes, and now live there. So they had to throw those people 

away to make a parking spot, to get the cars away from Prinsessegade. 

NL    Is there any charging for parking on Prinsessegade? 

EE    All of the town. But if you are a resident and you live in the area, you can have nearly free 

pa ki g. It s p ett  heap. You pa  a  a ou t e e  ea , a s all a ou t. But if ou a e a usto e  o  
guest, ou ha e to pa  e e  hou . It s quite expensive. I think it is! 

NL    [laughs] 

EE    Well, maybe. It changes every year. 

EM   Are there any ride-share or carpool programs in the area where people can carpool together to 

the schools, or things like that? 

EE    No, I think the distance is too s all fo  the lo als to go lo al. It s ostl  if ou a t to go  k  
in that direction.NL    Right. 

EE    I ha e t hea d of a thi g like that. But the e s a lot of a s he e ou a  pa  to use it fo  o e 
hour or two. 

NL    Like car shares? 

EE    Not like a  sha es. It s o ed  o pa ies; it s ot o ed  p i ate. So ou pa  fo  the a . 
A d the e a e spe ial pa ki g plots he e the  a e sta di g, those a s. A d it s o l  ele t i al a s. 
EM   Oh, i e! That s good. 
NL    And are there a lot of businesses and commuters in the area, or is it mostly residential? 

EE    I think at the moment we have 12 thousand persons living altogether in the whole area, in the 

whole part of Copenhagen. And I think we have 14 thousand working places. So the amount must be 

quite a lot of commuters. But we have just started asking people how many commuters are there and 

he e a e the  o i g f o ? Ma e  thousa d of those o ki g pla es a e lo als; a e it s less. But 
if we have 14 thousand there are a lot of commute s. A d the e o ki g o  usi ess, a ki g, a d 
public government. 

NL    Are a lot of those buildings around here? 

EE    Yeah, a lot of the uildi gs a ou d he e e e he e. It s a lot of ad i ist atio . 
NL    Oka , that s good to k o . Be ause that s probably something we were asking in our surveys, 

he e the e o i g f o  o  if the e o uti g. 
EE    Yeah. But you know, the drug dealers and the drug people there, some of them are local, I think. 

NL    [laughs] 

EE    And some of them are coming from elsewhere. You could ask them; maybe they would tell you! 

[laughs] 

NL    We ll see! [laughs] 
EE    You go to Pushe  St eet, a d ake a  i te ie  the e. A d the  the ll tell ou! 
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All     [laughs] 

NL    No , I thought p i ate ehi les e e t allo ed i  Christiania. 

EE    Yeah, the e ot allo ed to ha e p i ate ehi les, ut the  ha e a lot of a s a d stuff, a d 
the e pa ked outside i  the st eets. I do t thi k the e allo ed i side the a ea, ut ou a  see the  
everywhere in the streets. They have their own cars. 

NL    Okay. So they have their cars and they park them out here and they go in? 

EE    Yeah. The  do t a t to ha e a s i side Ch istia ia, ut the  a t to ha e a a  a d pa k it 
outside. Right outside. 

NL    Interesting. [laughs] 

EE    So they will not answer any questions from you. 

NL    Yeah, they want to keep their cars out! 

EE    You ould ake a su e , Ho  a  a s do the  o  i  Ch istia ia?  

NL    A d ho  u h the e affe ti g the p o le  out he e? It d e i te esti g to k o . 
All     [laughs] 

NL    Well, ou e ee  e  helpful. Tha k ou so u h. 
EE    I hope you can use some of it. 

EM   Oh, absolutely! And those contacts will be great. 

EE    You a  o ti ue to ha e dis ussio s ith a lot of people, ut ou ll ha e to e fast. And you 

k o , the e s Easte  e t o th; people a e lea i g! 
NL    Gotta get them before that. 

EM   We e hopi g to sta t st eet i te ie s e t eek. 
EE    Really, by the 9th or 10th of April. You will have a problem after that. Maybe a little in the late of 

April, but best to do it now. The next two weeks are very important 

NL    Yeah, our plan is to get as many interviews in the next couple of weeks as possible. 

EE    Yeah, do that. That would be a very good idea. 

NL    Oka , I thi k e e good. Tha k ou e  u h! It s ee  a pleasu e speaki g ith ou 

EE    You e el o e! Sa e, sa e. I hope ou a  use it! 
NL    A solutel . We ll let ou k o  if e ha e a  follo up uestio s. 
EE    Just call me. 

NL    Will do. 

Inge Hopps  

April 3, 2017 

In-person interview on the sidewalk of Prinsessegade 

 

Research Questions: 

1. What do the locals think is the biggest problem regarding the traffic on Prinsessegade? 

2.  Have the previously attempted congestion mitigation strategies (bus gate) reduced 

P i sessegade s dail  traffic congestion? 

3.  What is the community willing to do to solve this problem/ what would the community be in 

support of? 

4. Evaluate our strategies to change traffic behavior in Copenhagen 
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● She has lived here for a year and a half 

● Used to live in Amager 

● Landscape Architect 

● Keeps herself updated 

● Does not own a car 

○ She bikes because it is easier, faster, and she gets some exercise 

○ She beats the buses sometimes 

● Weird street- A lot of foot traffic confusion about where one should be on the street 

● Taxis line up on weekends which causes problems specifically with the bus 

○ Half parked on the road, half parked in the bike lane (general pain in the ass) 

○ A lot of comings and goings and tourists  

○ T o eall  poo l  desig ed i te se tio s ith ei d light pla e e t… poo  
infrastructure 

○ Culmination of people cause traffic 

● Worst time is around 16.00 or 17.00 on weekdays and weekends during the evening 

● Yao: What about parents dropping kids off? 

○ Very local schools, assumes children walk themselves or are dropped off by bike 

● Is the community aware of health effects:  

○ It s ee  i  the e s a lot e e tl  

○ However, not focused on christianshavn or that community specifically as much 

○ It s ee  fo used a ou d the lakes, that is he e the ost people a e a a e 

● Bus gate 

○ Has t affe ted her personally because she rides a bike but it definitely increased car 

traffic, which she is not a fan of 

○ Access to the up and coming area up north. Impossible to get to, and needs the access  

○ I  ge e al, she does t like o e a  t affi  

● Solutions:  

a. Road closure 

i. Well received by people in Christianshavn, lots of concern about developments. 

Sounds tricky for people trying to get home  

ii. Thi ks it s a good idea, ut a e ot fo  people outside Ch istia sha   
b. Bike road or pedestrian road 

i. Might be really good fo  the eigh o hood, ut does t k o  ho  else the 
traffic would be dealt with and where it would go if the road was closed 

c. Road pricing 

i. Thinks it could work 

ii. The government tried to implement a city ring, however, the party got a lot of 

opposition and the  the  e e t a le to a d o  the  ha e gotte  a lot of 
backlash and it never was put in 

iii. She supports it, though 

d. Incentivize public transport 
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i. If they were to close the road, it would have to be paired with incentives for 

public transport.  

ii. People do see it as costly, so a decreased price would help 

iii. In general, businesses might be wary, a lot of people think of public transport as 

the go e e t s espo si ilit  a d the  should t ha e to help 
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Kåre Press-Kristensen (K) Interview 

April 11, 2017 – 14.00 

Attendees: Nicole Luiz (N) 

 

Research Questions: 

1. What is the best method to evaluate our strategies and make conclusions about the success of 

our proposed solutions? 

2. What challenges exist when trying to propose solutions to air pollution? 

3. What are some good strategies to change traffic behavior in Copenhagen? 

  

N      Fi st, I a t to ask if it s all ight if e e o d the i te ie  just so e a  efe  a k to it, just so 
we can use it later. 

K      Yeah, sure! 

N      Thank you so much! So, we can tell you a little about our solutions, but first do you mind if I ask 

you just a couple logistic questions about some of the things in your Clean Air Copenhagen? 

K      Nope! 

N      Okay! [laughs] So we noticed in the Clean Air Copenhagen report that there had been estimates 

about how much pollution would be reduced by implementing road pricing or emission zones, and we 

were curious about how you were able to come up with this data. 

K      Yeah. Well [as for] the data, there was a table called Table 7 in the Danish version of the 

publication, where I try to sum up how large a share of the pollution originates from different kinds of 

vehicles, like heavy duty vehicles, passenger cars, taxis, vans, and so on. And when you introduce 

congestion cha ge, it does t affe t the usi ess t affi  e  u h, like a s a d ?do ies? a d t u ks a d 
buses, because they just pass on the costs to their customers. So if I had a company in town and I had a 

truck going to and from that company, my customers would just pay a little bit more if there were a 

congestion charge. And some of the customers would probably save the money because there would be 

o e f ee spa e fo  pa ki g, so the  ould t ha e to spe d so u h ti e fi di g so e pla e to pa k 
my car or my truck. And when I need to deliver something it might be easier to find a place to stop. But 

i  ealit  it does t eall  affe t the usi ess e ause the  ill just pass o  the ost. So the o l  atego  
we have left that will have an effect is passenger cars. A d the  ou a  sa , Okay! How large a share 

of the different pollutants like PM10 and PM2.5 and NO2 and ultrafine particles – how large a share of 

these pa ti les a e e itted f o  passe ge  a s?  A d the , of ou se, ho  u h the o gestio  ha ge 
reduces the number of passenger cars? It depends on the price. I mean, of course if you put an 

e t e el  high p i e, the  o od  ill go i to the it  i  a passe ge  a , ut it s p o a l  ot possi le 
to create a political majority supporting that idea. So I think in reality, it will be possible to have a 

political decision reducing the passenger cars between 15 and 30%. 

N      Okay. 

K      So it would be around the 20, 22% plus or minus 10. I mean, nobody knows what the charge 

would be in the congestion charge – would it be 20 Danish kroner? Probably would depend on rush hour 

or non-rush hour; nobody really knows. So my guess is that it would be between 20 and 25% but then 
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with a variation of plus/minus 10, so I would say between 15 to 30% you would be able to reduce 

passenger cars.  And then, if you take this reduction and see how high a share of the different pollutants 

a e e itted f o  passe ge  a s, a d the  ou edu e this , let s sa , %, the  ou ll ha e the effe t 
of the congestion charge. More or less, of ou se; that s a  esti ate. But it s a est esti ate. 
N      Oka . So, fo  e a ple, e e t i g to ate a a iet  of diffe e t solutio s, a d ho  ould ou 
assume that 20% of the cars would be reduced? How would you make that assumption? 

K      Once more? 

N      Oh. So when you believe that, say, 20% of the cars would be reduced by implementing 

congestion charges, what is that based off? How do you know that, say, 20% would be reduced? 

K      Well, o o e k o s; that s h  it s a a iatio ! No od  really knows how large a congestion 

ould get, e ause it depe ds o  the p i e elasti it  of this e o o i al tu  he e ou sa , Oka ! So if 
you increase the price on driving your private car, and you know the prices of the alternatives like buses 

and bi li g, the  ho  a  people ill ha ge?  Of ou se, e e od  that is just a out to take thei  
bicycle, they will change to bicycles. But there will be people that are comparatively inelastic, that will 

not change no matter what the price is. So 20% is an estimate, and you can go out and make 

i estigatio s aski g people if [assu i g ou a e ha ged] the p i e of  k o e  e e  ti e ou d i e 
i to this a ea of the it , ould ou lea e ou  a  at ho e?  

N      Mm hm. 

K      And some people would say, Yes!  A d so e people ould sa , No!  A d the  ou al a s 
ha e the p o le  e ause e tai  i estigatio s a e usuall  iased e ause if ou do t a t 
o gestio  ha ge, ou ill al a s sa , No, I ill ot lea e  a  at ho e.  Be ause the  ou thi k, 
Oka , the  the i estigatio  ill sho  that o gestio  ha gi g does t o k.  So ou ill al a s ha e 

so e st ategi  eha io  du i g e tai  i estigatio s. But it s usuall  the est a  ou a  do it, ut i  
reality it depends on the charge. What will be the charge? Will it be 5 kroner or 30 kroner or 50 kroner 

o   k o e ? It ill ake a hell of a diffe e e, a d that s h  o od  k o s. My guess is that it 

would be possible to have a political majority accepting a congestion charge around 20 kroner; I guess 

that would be possible. Maybe even more; maybe even 50 kroner. And I guess that would reduce traffic 

around 20% plus/minus; nobody really knows. 

N      Yeah. Do ou ha e a  i sight o  idea as to h  the it  has t i ple e ted su h oad p i i g 
yet? 

K      Yes, it s uite st a ge. I  De a k it s the Natio al Pa lia e t that eeds to allo  u i ipalities 
to introduce congestion charge, and to allow municipalities to have tighter demands or more ambitious 

demands in their emission zones. So basicall  it s Pa lia e t that de ides if Cope hage  a  i t odu e a 
o gestio  ha ge. It s Pa lia e t that de ides if Cope hage  had fo id old diesel a s. It s a little 

st a ge; i  a  othe  ou t ies it s the it , the Mu i ipal Pa lia e t. But i  De a k it s the Natio al 
Pa lia e t. A d u til o  the  ha e ot allo ed it. It s uite su p isi g, e ause ou ha e i estigatio s 
showing it would be a very good idea, a very good business case even from a socioeconomic point of 

view to have stricter low emission zones and congestion charge. But the politicians do not think about 

so ioe o o i s. The  thi k a out getti g eele ted, a d that s e e thi g that atte . So the  a e 
afraid of doing something that might scare away some of their voters. But in the Copenhagen 

municipality if they had the possibility they would introduce congestion charge and strict low emission 

zo es i ediatel . But the  just a t do it e ause a de isio  eeds a la  ha ge a d that a  o l  e 
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made by the National Parliament. It needs to e i  pla e efo e the  a  do it, a d that s the o l  
easo  h  e do t ha e it. 

N      Okay. And that same thing goes for the low emission zones, you said? 

K      Yes. It s sa e. In Danish law it is specified exactly which requirements can be in low emission 

zo es. A d fo  the o e t these spe ifi atio s [ e e] i t odu ed i   i  the la , a d the  ha e t 
been changed since. And they only allow the municipality to put Euro requirements for trucks and 

buses, so heavy-duty vehicles that are more than  ea s old. A d the e s o e left of those, so e 
have a low emission zone but without any kind of effect. 

N      Right, right. It needs to be updated. 

K      Yes. And until now, national politicians from different wings have not been able to do so. 

N      Right, right. So when you were making some of your estimations the air pollution data you were 

using was from the H.C. Andersens Boulevard monitoring system, I assume. 

K      Yes. 

N      We e had so e st uggles fi di g a  data i  Ch istia sha . Do ou k o  if the e s a  so t of 
traffic data or air pollution data that would help us? 

K      The e s defi itel  t affi  data, I thi k. I do t k o , ut I thi k the e ust e t affi  data e ause 
you have bicycle lanes on the sides, and usually when you have a street having that, then you have 

traffic counting. Because to have the bicycle lanes you need to document that the bicycle and the car 

t affi  ha e spe ifi  sha es. So the e ust e a  ou t[s] f o  it. You should e a le to fi d it. It s alled 
Traffic Counting, but of course in Danish. I can try to Google a little and see if I can find something, but it 

ust e the e fo  P i sessegade. I  p ett  su e it is so e he e. So ou k o  the u e  of a s, I 
thi k the ke  halle ge is I do t k o  if ou know the distribution of the cars, but I think these 

countings have the heavy-dut  ehi les a d a s sepa ated. But I ll t  to fi d out. 
N      Oka , es! That ould e a ig help. So o e of the halle ges e e ha i g is t i g to so eho  
quantify how we think our different solutions will make an impact. So we wanted to see how you had 

made that estimation, which was based on some assumptions. But I can tell you a little about our 

solutions 

K      Yeah. 

N      I  ot su e if ou e a a e of this, ut the e was a bus gate on Prinsessegade that was up for 

quite some time. It only allowed public buses and residents through. So apparently just recently part of 

the road was reopened last year, and the area has already seen some increase in traffic. So one of our 

solutions is investigating why it was reopened and trying to potentially close it again to have only public 

transport vehicles be able to utilize the road to reduce through traffic. 

K      That sounds reasonable. I remember I had a friend living out there, so usually I went by bicycle. 

N      Yeah. So that was one of the solutions. I guess it was potentially removed because of political 

reasons but it seems kind of unclear. 

K      Yeah. You should e i  De a k e ause e e a e  s all ou t . A e  small group can 

have a very high influence, especially when we talk municipalities. So my guess is that they build lots of 

e  apa t e ts out the e a d the e e e so e people a g  e ause the  ould t use the oute ith 
their cars, and then they did some lo  o k, a d the  the  had it eope ed. I guess that s hat 
happe ed; I do t k o . 
N      Right, ight, e e hea d a lot of pote tial thi gs like that, ut o od  see s to k o  fo  su e. 
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K      No. But we can ask because usually the people working in the administration in Copenhagen, 

they are quite honest about this sort of thing. Of course they will not say it was because of lobby work. 

The  ill sa  it as e ause of a politi al ish. A d the , of ou se it s possi le to go i to the a st a ts 
or summaries from the political meetings when the decision was [made], and see what is the 

a kg ou d. A d the  ill p o a l  sa  that the  had a lette  f o , I do t k o , sig ed   people 
living in this area that want to have it reopened. It is quite [unintelligible], things like that, but that could 

pote tiall  e [ h ]. But ou e ight; if ou lose the st eet, the  ou ill ha e less t affi  passi g 
th ough the st eet, a d the  ou ll ha e less ai  pollutio . It s uite si ple. The e s o agi  i  that. 
N      Yeah, exactly! [Laughs] And similarly to that, we were looking at just trying to convert the road 

to a bike or pedestrian [or bus] road, but it is a bit of a challenge because [other than] Prinsessegade, 

the e eall  is t a othe  oute that goes f om southern to northern [Amager]. 

K      For me as a person, it sounds like a great idea because we always use our bikes here. But in 

Denmark buses are seen as—the e su sidized  the u i ipalities, so ou a ot ha e a o e ial 
company run the buses e ause e e  the ost us  uses, the e i  i us [p ofits]. So i  De a k I 
thi k uses a e see  as a ki d of so ial help  fo  old people ho a ot use i les, o  fo  people ho 
ha e p o le s a d a e u a le to ike. So it s ai l  see  as so e ki d of social help because in reality 

it s e  good so ioe o o i s to skip the uses, e ause the  ou ha e u h o e people usi g 
bicycles and the exercise they get will make them much healthier. And that will have a very positive 

influence on society and redu e the health a e osts uite a it. So it s a tuall  uite positi e to get id 
of the buses because many of them, the people taking the buses, will subsidize or will change to a 

i le. A d the  so iet  o t eed to su sidize the uses. But there you have the challenge because 

the e su sidized  the u i ipalities, it s the egio s i  De a k he e u i ipalities, egio s a d 
the government [all have a stake in removing buses]. And the regions, they will gain from it because 

they will have low health osts. A d the u i ipalities ould gai  f o  it e ause the  do t eed to 
subsidize the buses, but they will have all the complaints from the older generation that are unable to 

bicycle. They are very, very strong; we have an organization for old people that has more than 1 million 

e e s i  De a k. A d si e all of the  a  ote, it s p o a l  % of the otes, so it s e  st o g. 
So the politicians think about that, this organization will go out publicly and speak against them and 

probably try to execute old petitions speaking for it. But, on the other hand, we have some projects with 

electrical bicycles. 

N      Oh, yeah. 

K      The share of electrical bicycles is increasing fast in Denmark. We get more and more different 

types of electrical bicycles, and they seem to get old people to use i les. So the e s a pote tial the e 
that might be better for even the old people and better for cyclers.  But I would agree. I guess you could 

just take the bus gate where cars cannot pass, [and just] introduce that agai  a d the  ou d ha e the 
reduction, which could have been far worse, to measure the air pollution. [Measure it] before they 

reopen the street and then after, and then compare the air pollution. That could have been quite funny 

or interesting. 

N      Yeah, that would have been interesting. 

K      But that s a little late o , of ou se. 
N      Of ou se. Yeah, u fo tu atel  e do t ha e too u h ti e he e. So a othe  thi g e a ted 
to look into is trying to incentivize public and alternative transport. So, kind of like what you were 
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saying, try to promote people using the bicycles, and basically anything that would get a number of 

passenger cars off the road. 

K      That s diffi ult, ut it s e  i po ta t e ause the a  o e ship i  Cope hage  and in 

Denmark is increasing, fast. Some years ago we had about 10,000 sold private vehicles every month. 

No  it s a out , . So e e had just f o  a fe  ea s a  i ease of %. Of ou se the fi a ial 
isis edu ed it a little it, ut eall  the e s a huge share of Danes buying cars. So the key is to turn this 

around, because if people have a car then they use the car. Even though they say it will only be in the 

weekends when they go to their summerhouse, it never ends like that. All investigations show that if 

people have a car, no matter if they just bought it to use in the weekends, they start to end up using it 

every day. So incentivizing is a good idea, but then you need to make it more expensive to have a car, or 

more difficult to park a car, that s a othe  possi ilit . That s hat the u i ipalit  ould do, de ease 
the number of spaces for parking or [close parking lots]. 

N      Yeah. One of the ways we were looking at this approach was trying to potentially partner the 

public transportation companies or even bike shops with each other and with other local companies to 

potentially have some sort of collaboration in order for people to get discounts on using these types of 

t a spo tatio . I  ot su e if that s a thi g that s ee  o side ed o  done before. 

K      I do t thi k that e e t ied to pool  the  o  o i e  the . The e ha e ee  o es to 
o i e t ai s a d i les, ut the e a e al a s e  a s to do thi gs. The e s a Da ish o pa  

called GoMore, where if you have a car, then to have carpooling, you can announce that you go from 

Point A to Point B, when you do it and when you go back, and then people can by the Internet go in and 

go with you, and then you decide what they pay depending on how far they travel with you. Stuff like 

that is uite easo a le; it just does t uite o k. I ea , a pooli g ould e e elle t e ause i  
Cope hage  the e s o pletel  t affi  ja s, a d i  ush hou s the e s a out .  pe so s a e age pe  
car. So if you had just 2 persons per car, you would almost have no traffic jam. So the potential there is 

huge! The e s  seats i  ea h a , ut o l  .  of the  is used. But it just does t see  to o k i  ealit . 
I do t thi k h , ut it just does t. 
N      Yeah. Right, so eti es it s just ha d to ha ge people s eha io . 
K      Yeah, but I think a congestion charge would change that. At least when you saw how people will 

deal ith o gestio  ha ge: ou ll ha e people usi g i les, of ou se ou ll ha e people still goi g  
a , ou ll ha e usi g public transport, and then with carpooling and car sharing, you would [see it] 

increase quite a bit. So it is possi le; the pote tial is the e. It s just, to ake it o e e pe si e o  o e 
difficult to have a private car, and more expensive through the congestion charge or settle it by road 

pricing. And then for the more difficult [people], I think the only thing you can do is to reduce the space 

there for parking in Copenhagen. The challenge is just that many of these private companies own the 

parking baseme ts. So it s ot like public spa es, at least ot ost of it. It s p i ate o pa ies that ope  
parking basements and earn good money on it. 

N      Right. Is there anything you think that could be done, say, to make public transportation options 

either cheaper or more appealing, rather than making private cars more expensive? 

K      I think we should take care about making it cheaper because what we have seen in Copenhagen, 

for example, is if you make public transport cheaper, you will have bicyclists starting to use public 

t a spo t. A d that s the last thi g e a t, e ause the  the  get less e e ise a d e o e a highe  
cost burden to society. So I think [out of] the only things you can do, of course you can improve 
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regularity, meaning the buses drive on time, every time. That would definitely help, the same with 

t ai s. But the p i es, I do t thi k ou should ha ge that e ause the e s just a isk that the i lists 
ill sta t usi g the pu li  t a spo t. But i  the egula it , that s the ost i po ta t when you ask 

people, especially people having a car. They are willing to maybe leave their car if they know the train is 

u i g o  ti e. But i  ealit  it s a e u i g o  ti e, o e tha  % of the ti e. The problem is 

still the last 5% of the time where people get too late to a meeting or too late at work or too late at 

ho e to pi k up the hild e , a d it s this % of the ti e the  e e e , a d that auses the 
challenges. So e e  though ou  t ai  o pa ies a  sa , We e u i g o  ti e o e tha  95% of the 

time,  that s just ot e ough; it eeds to e . %. A d I do t k o  if that s possi le. 
N      [laughs] Rights. 

K      I ea , I hate self. Usuall  I al a s use  i le, ut so eti es I take the t ai . A d I  
shocked that sometimes they just cancel a train to Jutland, and then you need to wait 40 minutes for 

the next train. And I have a meeting and everything; how can they do that? How can that even be legal? 

I  eall  sho ked e ause I ha e a eeti g a d appoi t e t; the  a t just ancel a train, but 

[appa e tl ] the  a  ithout a  o pe satio . I thi k that s the eall  sho ki g thi g, a d that s h  
a  a  o e s do t a t to use pu li  t a spo t, e ause the  a  ou t o  the a . It s o ki g 

99.99% of the time, or at least 99. %. The last fe  . % is, of ou se, if the  fou d out the e s da age 
a d it eeds to e epai ed. But . % of the ti e it s o ki g, a d if the pu li  t a spo t a ts to 
compete, it needs to be working 99.9% of the time as well. And no excuses, and no st ikes, a d o all 
that ap.  It just eeds to e working. So I think that would help, but not lower prices because that 

would just have bicyclists going public transport. 

N      Oka . Well, I k o  ou said ou had o l  a out a half hou , so I do t ant to keep you. 

K      But ou k o , if ou take this us [gate], he e o l  usses a  pass, that s agai  aki g it 
more difficult to be a private car owner. And that in itself will make people and maybe use the bicycle 

i stead. So, as I said, the e s t o ways: either you make it more costly to have a car, or you make it 

o e diffi ult to ha e a a . A d that s the a  to fo e people to ethi k thei  t a spo t, a d the  of 
ou se ou ould t  to gi e the  a a ot  as ell. [As i ], e i ease the egularity of public 

t a spo t; I  just ot su e it s possi le. To ?o e haul? the s ste , I thi k it ould e e t e el  
e pe si e to do it that a , ut of ou se ou a  o i e the t o thi gs a d sa , Oka ! We use the 
harder arguments like higher prices and difficulties in having a car on one side, and then at the same 

time, we legalize this by giving them a carrot and saying we invest more in public transport and better 

i le o ditio s.  So ou p o a l  eed oth to legalize: ou go ha d o  the a s, a d then you need a 

a ot as ell. I thi k ou eed to do that. At least, that s a a . A d the , of ou se, ou a  do all so ts 
of motivations for electrical cars. That would help, but it would take a very long time. 

N      Yeah, absolutely. 

K      Keep o  [u i telligi le], a d the  let s see if it s eeded, a d if a  fi d the ti e, e ight ha e 
a coffee after Easter. 

N      Thank you so much! Your insight has been very helpful. 

K      But just one last question. 

N      Sure! 

K      Now, you look upon air pollution, but [have] you only look[ed] up air pollution for traffic or air 

pollution in general? 
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N      Well, we started out looking broadly at just air pollution in general, but talking with our 

sponsoring organization Miljøpunkt, we kind of narrowed down the car traffic being a problem in the 

area. 

K      It ight e, I  a tuall  ot uite su e. I  ot o i ed, e ause ou ha e Ch istia ia, a d 
the  do t ha e dist i t heati g. So the e u i g ood, a d it auses huge ai  pollutio  ith 
particulate atte . So it s p o a l  ise to li it ou  p oje t to a s, a d of ou se o ti ue ith that, 
but maybe you should mention in the Perspectives that it would be wise to look upon other pollution 

sources. The huge residential burning in Christiania causes enormous pollution; you know that if you go 

there for a walk in the winter. And that should maybe be included if you make another analysis. 

N      That s e  i te esti g. We did k o  a little a out the ood u i g sto es ut e did ot k o  
that it was mostly coming from Christiania. 

K      But it s a ig issue i  all of Cope hage . I just e tio ed fo  the e o d that the  ade a 
detailed i estigatio  of the u e  of sto es i  Cope hage , a d the e s o l   to  thousa d 
sto es, so that s e  little. They only cover fewer than 5% of the energy in Copenhagen. But in one 

winter season they emit as much particulate matter as all traffic emits in one year. So you could forbid 

just 16 to 17 thousand stoves only contributing to fewer than 5% of the energy, and then you could 

edu e the sa e pa ti le e issio  as  a i g all a s. It s uite a  i te esti g al ulatio , ut of 
course you have to do something about both car traffic, but I think the other way is when Christiania is 

just next to [Prinsessegade] with the huge wood burning, it could be an important issue if you want to 

improve air quality in the area. But you could mention it in the Perspectives, that it should be taken into 

account as well. 

N      Yes, absolutely. Thank you for mentioning that. 

K      You e el o e. But keep o  o ki g ith it, a d the  see if e a  eet fo  offee afte  
Easter. 

N      Great! If we have any follow-up uestio s, e ll e su e to let ou k o . Tha k ou so u h! 
K      And [I might not] reply to the email, I get way too many emails and I work very much abroad. So 

if ou do t get a epl , se d a essage to this u e . The da  afte  I ll se d ou a all, a d it ould e 
great to reply. If you just do that, that would be excellent. 

Poul Cohrt (PC) Interview 

March 24, 2017 – 12.00 

Attendees: Emily Matsco (EM), Ian Vossoughi (IV), Emilee Gancarz (EG), Nicole Luiz (NL), Yao Long (YL) 

 

Research Questions:  

1. What do the locals think is the biggest problem regarding the traffic on Prinsessegade? 

2.  Have the previously attempted congestion mitigation strategies (bus gate) reduced 

P i sessegade s dail  t affi  o gestio ? 

3.  What is the community willing to do to solve this problem/ what would the community be in 

support of? 

 

PC    Yeah, hello? 

EM   Hi, is this Poul? 

PC    Yes it is. 
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EM   Hi,  a e is E il , a d I  o e of the stude ts o ki g ith Ma ia e at Miljøpu kt 

PC    Oh yes yes, quite! 

EM   Hi! I  he e ith the est of  tea  so the e a e  of us he e 

PC    Beg your pardon? 

EM   The e a e fi e of us he e. So e e all working with Marianne— 

[moved phone to get a better connection] 

EM   So do you mind if we record this call for our paper and other references? 

PC    Okay! You conduct it by telephone, right? No trouble, no trouble. 

EM   Okay great, thank you! So to start, what is your role exactly within the local committee? 

PC    I  the hai a  of the lo al o ittee. 
EM   Okay, great! And how exactly does the local committee engage with the local community, or the 

public in the area? Do you do a lot of events with them and things like that? 

PC    Well you can compare it to London, UK, [where] you have boroughs. 

EM   Okay. 

PC    And each borough has its own committee. 

EM   Oh, right. 

PC    A d it s o pa a le to that, ith o l  o e e eptio : that e a e ot allo ed to accept taxes. 

EM   Okay. And then, our project is about the traffic congestion on Prinsessegade. So have you 

e pe ie ed this o gestio  o  P i sessegade a d hat ti es do ou thi k it s the o st? 

PC    Well, of ou se it s o st a out ush hou s. That ll e a out -9 in the morning, about 4-5 in the 

afternoon. 

EM   Okay, great. And has the local committee come up with any ideas or thoughts on ways to 

improve this traffic congestion? 

PC    We certainly have indeed, and we are about to make a new plan for the traffic of 

Christianshavn. But we have many so far. 

EM   Oka ! So, ou  ai  solutio s that e e esea hed a d thought a out is ta i g a s a d oad 
tolls, but we spoke with Erling and he told us that was not possible because of more political reasons. 

But o e of the ai  thi gs e e t i g to thi k a out is pu li  t a spo tatio  fo  the ge e al pu li ; do 
you have any thoughts on that? Or an increased frequency of bus line and public transportation in that 

area? 

PC    As far as I can see, of course public transportation could be vastly improved. For the more 

improved public transportation, the less entitled people [feel the] need to use their cars. 

EM   Mm hm. 

PC    A tuall , a s ost o e , a d a lot of o e . A d the e da  i p a ti al i  to . 
EM   Okay. 

PC    You a t eall  pa k the  a he e, ou get i to all ki ds of o gestio . But as lo g as pu li  
t a spo t is t a ple, [u i telligi le], a s ust e a  alte ati e fo  people ho ha e to go to thei  jo s 
somewhere else. 

EM   Right. And that development on Christianshavn with all the apartments being built; do you think 

that will contribute a lot to increased traffic congestion? 

PC    Well, the e s a te de  fo  e  apa t e ts ei g uilt to e fai l  lu u ious, a d the efo e 
expensive apartments. And the wealthy people have a tendency to prefer cars. So there might be a 
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connection there.  Then we might have a lot of people who move out here, they do so because they like 

the atmosphere in this part of town. Therefore they might not be just so entitled to have cars. In many 

families, they even want to have two cars. And as you know, as our street was constructed in 1600-

, it s ot uilt fo  that so t of t affi . A d ou a t do a thi g a out the st eets ithout taki g 
away the houses, which is a very expensive and very impractical thing to do. 

EM   Yep. And the other thing that we were considering was the road closing, and possibly creating a 

pedestrian or bike road out of Prinsessegade. We researched it and found that it was closed for a few 

years, and then recently reopened. Do you have any information on that situation? 

PC    Well, e e had o losed oads. Just fo  a e  sho t pe iod, o e ted to the festi al o  
something like that. We e ee  a le to lose the oad fo  a da  o  two, which actually matters quite a 

lot and ensure that people could find other ways. So we had a very positive experience and got to talk 

about the quality of the area in those days. 

EM   But there was a bus gate in Prinsessegade a couple of years ago, where only buses and residents 

could use that road. 

PC    Oh eah, that s ee  take  out of ope atio . 
EM   Okay. Do you know why? 

PC    Oh, ell… The t ue sto , I thi k, as that i  the e  late ight, he  the  e e egotiati g at 
the town hall to make up a deal, so e od  a e up ith the idea that ou gi e e that, I ll gi e ou 
that.  

EM   Oka , eah, that s hat e e ee  hea i g. 
PC    At that time, it was late in the night. They saw that our new exercise center, the Fitness World 

we call it, was lying on the other side of that bridge. So they thought by that they might help the traffic 

goi g to that. But a tuall  at that ti e at ight the  did t ealize that it as l i g o  the othe  side of 
the bridge, so it had no effect. You know, political proble s i  the late ight. A d ou a t get 
politicians to admit they made a mistake. 

EM   Right. And when you close the road a day at a time completely, do you think that the traffic 

ended up other places? Did other places get congested, or did it just figure itself out? 

PC    Well, I think one thing that some of the traffic went other ways to get through, but some prefer 

to take pu li  t a spo tatio , eah, e ause it s o e p a ti al. A d a e  fe  got e  f azzled that 
the  ould t d i e th ough the street. 

EM   That is good to know. And when the bus gate closed, were the local residents of Christianshavn 

upset by that? 

PC    Pardon? 

EM   When the bus gate closed and the road reopened to everybody, were the residents of 

Prinsessegade and Christianshavn upset about that? 

PC    Yes, of course, and they still are. 

EM   Oka , that s good to k o . 
PC    The idea was that to please these politicians, they would take the bus gate out of operation for a 

year, and then measure the intensity of the traffic and publish their findings. This, however, has not 

happened yet, and now it was a year and a half ago. 

EM   Oh, wow. And so, in doing our research and everything, we would, at the end of our project, like 

to host an open forum for residents of Christianshavn. 
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PC    Host an open what? 

EM   Forum. Like a group interview. 

PC    Okay, yes. 

EM   Fo  eside ts of Ch istia sha , a d e e looki g i to diffe e t lo atio s to host that, a d 
Marianne mentioned you guys might have a local committee office that we could potentially use. Is that 

an option for possibly late April? 

PC    Well, there are rooms that we could go. It depends on how many you expect to come. 

EM   Yeah, we would like to limit it to 30? 

PC    Well it could be done. You know, we have a community house in Christianshavn which offers 

rooms for events and occasions. 

EM   Okay, great. 

PC    You need to book the room, and they are booked pretty well in advance. So you should be 

pretty quick to book it if you like. 

EM   Yeah, definitely. And do you guys have a local newspaper or website that we would be able to 

advertise this event on? 

PC    We have a local newspaper, but it comes once a month. And it actually has its deadline today. 

EM   Okay. So maybe not then. [laughs] 

PC    No pressure, pressure! 

EM   And is there anybody else you think we should talk to about this, or any other thoughts you 

have on this problem that we would be interested in? 

PC    I k o  that i  the g eate  o u it , the ou il of Cope hage . We ha e a  alde a  ho s 
responsible for this and who has made a plan for renovation of our main street. 

EM   Okay. 

PC    He s alled Mo te  Ka ell. You ould o ta t hi  a d ask hi  a out the ai  st eet, alled 
Torvegade, and the renovation. 

EM   All right, great! Thank you. And, anything else? [looks to othe s, ho shake thei  heads o ] All 
ight, I thi k that s all of ou  uestio s a s e ed. Tha k ou so u h fo  talki g to us. 

PC    Oka , ou e uite el o e! Hope ou a  use it fo  so ethi g. 
EM   Yes, definitely. Thank you so much. 

PC    Okay. Goodbye and have a good day! 

EM   Yeah, have a great day. 

PC    Thank you. 
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Appendix B: Open Forum Notes 
April 19, 2017 – 16.30-17.30 

Open Forum 

Attendees: Emily Matsco (EM), Ian Vossoughi (IV), Emilee Gancarz (EG), Nicole Luiz (NL), Yao Long (YL) 

 

Research Question: 

What does the Christianshavn community think of our proposed solutions? 

 

Legend: 

Road Closure 

Stricter Policy 

Alternate Transport 

Community Outreach 

 

● Is it feasible to close the road? 

○ Politi s do t a t that, the  do ot like the idea of the bus gate 

○ It restricts access 

○ They would have to build a bridge 

○ The detour (road in Amager) vs. going on Prinsessegade  

● The speed li it o  P i sessegade as e e tl  lo e ed to  k /h, ut it o t help pollutio  
si e it ll just ake the a s e e  ore backed up. 

● Queuing is a big issue on the narrow street. The route around (the Amager road) is much more 

open. No high buildings, lots of trees 

● Does it pollute more to go along the detour? 

● Reintroduce the bus gate, but possibly move it towards Torvegade, before the canal 

○ The development is going to bring in a lot of new people, big problem. 

● Three options – walk, bike, or ferry. We want to focus on green mobility. It might be fun to write 

down the time it takes to drive on Prinsessegade and find a parking spot, then send that to 

politicians. 

● No parking in the area, smaller vehicles 

● Before Prinsessegade was constructed: 

○ Barriers to prevent travel 

○ Poli e do t a t a ie s, it s i o e ie t to get to Ch istia ia 

○ It s ot safe, ut it akes people d i e slo er 

● Many commuters come from outside Christianshavn. Think of round route buses to mobilize 

them. It would connect other locations to Christianshavn. Flexible options are key with 

commuters. 

● Ca  oad lo k poles  pilla s  e e suggested fo  P i sessegade ack when it was being 

planned and they asked us for input. They slow down speeds and worked very well in Paris. 

● P i sessegade s Ch istia ia is the issue. Ple t  of a ide ts f o  lists. The  fought the poli e 
on the issue tooth and nail, but to no avail.  
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● T ees ould a so  so e pollutio , ut the e ha d to fit o  the st eet. 
● So e oaks a  g o  tall a d ot ide at all. The oots g o  st aight do  a d do t sp ead out 

too wide. We used them in the harbor. 

● Could probably use grates over the roots on street-level, like in New York. 

● Education: 

○ Not optimistic 

○ Danes are less inclined to be considerate 

○ Getting more dangerous (riding on sidewalks, etc) 

○ Cars might actually be more considerate 

○ If the will is there to educate/make awareness it would work 

○ Kids are being educated, but not adults 

○ Educating the public depends on getting scientific facts about the matter out to the 

public. For example, using TV propaganda specials or PSAs. 

● The conversation has always been making Prinsessegade more safe 

○ S hools, oads, ut pollutio  is t a p e ale t topi  itself 
○ There needs to be a larger focus do t fo us o  just s hools a d oads, e pa d to 

include air pollution-if ou sol e ai  pollutio , ou ll likel  e sol i g so e of the othe  
problems too) 

● Might not be able to impose more car restrictions in the near future (because of the 

development) 

○ Think about what restrictions to focus on 

● Observations: 

○ Lots of trucks on Prinsessegade 

○ Buses and trucks are the worst emitters 

○ Impose environmental zones, regulate trucks, should be Euro 6 or above 

○ The company City Logistik has electric trucks to distribute food 

○ The e is t u h oo  fo  the t u ks o  P i sessegade, so get the  out 

○ T u k o pa ies did t a t to talk to us 

○ Take local transport 

○ Zone could be Sankt A æ to the a al, that s all e eed fo  the zo e 

○ Need to prevent buses from idling, or go electric 

○ Buses, heavy transport vehicles are the biggest producers of UFPs. A lot of them are 

owned by the same company. Could we keep them out with an environmental zone? 

The street should now be Euro 6/VI only. Or, no driving during the school rush hours if 

your car is not electric. 

● This would provide more safety to tourists and the associated traffic. Could we ask Tour Buses 

to become electrical? They could also pass through bus gates. 

● The e s a  iPho e add-on to measure pollution. High school kids [have or could] measure them 

for projects and/or internships. 

● If normal traffic pollution measures are compared to those that experimentally isolate certain 

vehicular variables (maybe by using Car Free Sundays and the like), we can determine which 

types of vehicles are the most critical to causing air pollution. 
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● Whe e e  e talk a out losi g P i sessegade, the e s al a s push a k f o  ep ese tati es of 
neighboring streets that ould e alte ate outes. The  do t a t the e t a t affi  a  o e 
tha  P i sessegade does. The e s o pla e to eall  fu el it out ight o . 

● There has been similar successes in past efforts. Like the 5A bus: its pollution levels were 

measured a d the us li e as a ded The ost polluti g us i  all of Eu ope,  so the 
government had no choice but to make the necessary changes to clean it up. Likewise, the 37, 

8A, and 9A have adopted changes to become cleaner routes. It worked by showing the 

government our good story of UFPs and their destruction of good health. Miljøpunkt did it all. 

● Measurements and testing factors to see the effects  

● It s possible that o pa ies ill a so  the ost a d o t ha ge t affi  

● That s h  e should get lo al usinesses to only allow electric trucks to deliver goods. In 

No a , the  ha e a eas he e it s f ee to pa k o l  ele t i al ehi les. Also, road closings teach 

people where the alternate routes are and how to use them. 

● It takes time to change behavior 

● Norway provides free to park electric cars, making it easy to make the right choice 

● The e s so e push a d pull et ee  P i sessegade a d the detou s 

● What does it take to implement an environmental zone? 

● Make su e it s Euro 6 standards. Euro 4 is not good enough.  

● There were recently tests conducted in Fredricksberg and Copenhagen, of converting parking 

spa es to shared  a / ike spots. Bonuses are given to car owners who let people use their 

cars. 

○ Requires some education about it too 

● Awareness is good if you have a good story 

● Impose Euro stickers on Danish cars 

● In Copehagen and Frederiksburg, remove parking lots to increase activities 

● If you get rid of your car, there will be a bonus 

● Shared car program 

● The e ha e ee  ella  e ha i s  elo  Nø epo t Statio  ho will repair bikes that people 

leave while they ride the S-T ai . That s a good i e ti e a d pu li  t a sit i o po atio . 
● The e a e a  possi ilities that ikes p o ide. I  S ede , the e s a p og a  he e ou a  

rent a bike for half a year in college, a d get it epai ed [fo  f ee]. The e e e t a  p o le s 
with illegally-parked bikes, either, since the mentally-handicapped are assigned to make new 

pa ki g spots. It s a good o u it  out ea h p og a  that ga e the  jo s to do. 
 

 

Appendix C: Traffic Sources of Air Pollution 

Estimated sources contributing to the average concentration of particles and nitrogen dioxide on 

H.C. Andersen’ Boulevard in Copenhagen (Press-Kristensen, 2016) 

 PM10 (ug/m3) PM 2.5 (ug/m3) UFP (#/cm3) N02 (ug/m3) 
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Passenger Cars Exhaust 1 0.7 3650 14.5 

Non-exhaust 7 1.5 0 0 

Taxis Exhaust 0 0 0 2.3 

Non-exhaust 0.9 0.2 0 0 

Vans Exhaust 0.8 0.6 3250 6.5 

Non-exhaust 1.6 0.3 0 0 

Trucks Exhaust 0.3 0.2 950 10 

Non-exhaust 1.5 0.3 0 0 

Buses Exhaust 0.2 0.1 650 5 

Non-exhaust 0.8 0.1 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 


